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Two new headstrong competitors have been unleashed for a brutal, headbanging fight to the finish line. Skully is full 

of screaming rage with its blistering ghost flames and hard-charging attitude. Craniac is the darker menace with its 

otherworldy looks and punishing stare. No matter which side you choose, the ensuing battle is nothing but pure monster 

truck driving fun for you. Skully and Craniac bring a whole new wheels-up, bone-crushing attitude to the best-selling 

Traxxas Stampede platform’s proven performance, incredible waterproof durability, and unsurpassed value.
NiMH

4-amp DC Fast Charger



New 100 Watt 8-Amp EZ-Peak  
Dual Charger with iDIt’s a phrase that is becoming increasingly rare in a world where 

originality is fading and imitation is becoming the norm. For 

nearly 30 years, Traxxas has been a leader and innovator in the 

RC industry. Constant advancement in product technology 

with an unyielding determination to remain on top has led 

to increased performance, durability, and ease of use for Traxxas 

models. It’s all possible with a dedicated team who spends 

countless hours designing, engineering, and testing. Whether it’s 

the speed-shattering XO-1 supercar or the combination of the 

Traxxas TQi transmitter with the Traxxas Link Wireless Module and 

Traxxas Link™ app, innovation comes in all shapes and sizes.

I’ve Never Seen That Before!

At Traxxas, we use the products we sell and that helps 
us turn little headaches into big ideas and the best 
solutions. For example, the new line of Traxxas EZ-Peak 
chargers featuring Traxxas Battery iD simplifies charging 
by recognizing the battery and automatically setting and 
optimizing the charge settings. Traxxas LiPo batteries have 
the balance connector integrated with the main connector 
eliminating the hassle of a fragile separate balance connector. 
There’s more information on the EZ-Peak Plus iD-equipped 

Chargers and iD Power Cell Batteries later in this issue. 
We also feature the most recent addition to the Slash 
family that is literally cranking up the volume on the fun 
with the Traxxas exclusive On-Board Audio System. The 
addition of authentic engine and shifting sounds brings 
the whole experience to life as you hear the machine 
push through the redline and bang through the gears. 
Demonstrations of this cool new system are available at 
your local hobby store.

InsIde Traxxas MagazIne: In  this and future issues, you’ll see tips and how-to articles to help you select the right 
RC vehicle for you, improve the performance of your models, understand the technology behind Traxxas performance, and have even more 
fun with Traxxas radio control. Traxxas Magazine is for enthusiasts of all skill levels, young and old. We welcome your feedback. Tell us what 
YOU want to see! Find Traxxas online at Traxxas.com, and on Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube, or drop us a line at magazine@Traxxas.com.

ONE CONNECTION DOES IT ALL!

4  888.TRAXXAS
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Telluride: A great town in the Rocky Mountains that symbolizes rugged adventure, extreme terrain, and outdoor fun. The Traxxas Telluride 

4X4 captures that spirit in a new off-road adventure vehicle that is engineered to go to places in the farthest reaches of your imagination. 

Pack it in your RV, load it in your Jeep,® take it on the trails. 4-wheel drive traction, specially tuned differentials, and long-arm suspension 

give it sure-footed rock crawling prowess. Off the rocks, the XL-5 ESC and Titan 550 motor dish out high-speed driving excitement. It’s all 

waterproof, so the fun keeps going through water crossings, mud, and even new mountain snow. The Telluride 4X4 is fully assembled, 

painted, and Ready-to-Explore™ with included TQ 2.4GHz radio system, 7-cell 8.4V NiMH battery pack, and 4-amp DC fast charger.

Ready-To-Explore™

Waterproof  Electronics 

• Rugged Adventure
  • Extreme Terrain
    • Outdoor  Fun

1/10 Scale Extreme Terrain 4X4

*With optional speed pinion gear (sold separately).  

67044-1 
$309 .95 

NiMH

NEW!

7-Cell NiMH Battery Pack 
4-amp DC Fast Charger

 XL-5™ ESC & Titan® 12T 
550 Motor

TQ™ 2.4GHz Radio System

Copyright © 2015 Traxxas     67044-1P-140117
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Simple. Fast. Just plug in a pair of Traxxas iD batteries and press Start. Traxxas’ 
exclusive iD technology eliminates complicated charger programming by 
automatically configuring and optimizing the charge settings for Traxxas iD 
batteries. The EZ-peak Dual charges two batteries simultaneously at up to 50 

watts (4 amps) each, or switch to High-Output mode to charge a single battery at 
the maximum 100 watt (8 amp) output. Charging faster means more fun time behind the 

wheel. You can even charge a NiMH and a Lipo at the same time! The progress bar and audible 
alerts keep you informed while the advanced high resolution peak detection delivers a perfect charge 
every time. The EZ-peak Dual’s Storage Mode protects your Lipo battery investment by safely preparing 
the batteries for extended storage.

Skully and Craniac take the fight seriously with massive torque ready to 
grind opponents into the dust. Combine the horsepower with the tall, 
drive-over-anything ground clearance; ultra-tough suspension; exclusive 
waterproof electronics and easy operation, both monster trucks quickly 
crush their way to the top leaving a mass of carnage on the arena floor.

Based on the best-selling Stampede, Craniac and Skully bring a new 
face to monster truck action. Skully is a heavy-hitter with legendary 
ruggedness and a whole new attitude, ready to jump into the ring and 
take on its arch rival Craniac! It’s pure monster truck driving fun. •  Experience all the speed and acceleration your Traxxas model 

 was engineered to deliver!
•  Prevents fishtailing and spinouts on slippery surfaces, 
 even with full-throttle acceleration.
•  Faster cornering with more control
•  Works in the background without intruding
 on your control
•  Adjusts from 0% to 100% using the transmitter

•  Sampled from Traxxas team trucks
•  Loud, high-power output
•  Supercharges your driving fun!
•  Real 900+ HP engine sound

•  Rugged and waterproof
•  Authentic gear shifting
•  Engine Revving Mode
•  Volume control

Model 36094-1 Model 36064-1

NEW PRODUCTS
ADVANCED PEAK DETECTION WITH iD

NiMH / LiPo Fast Charger AC Input 

<-- REGULAR
has a minimal
white backing

<-- For DARK BGs
has a FULL
white backing
and outline

Low-CG Chassis
Edition

1/18 Scale 4WD Stadium Super Truck

Traxxas is proud to team up with athlete Robby Gordon in the SpEED Energy Formula Off-Road 
presented by Traxxas races. Determination to be the best keeps Traxxas and Robby at the front 
of the pack. Experience the fun and excitement with the Robby Gordon Edition LaTrax SST.

Model 58076-21Model 76044-1

Model 68086-21

part #2972
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CONCLUSION / DRIVING COMMENTS 
Slash is a nimble truck on any terrain, but off road is 
definitely where the fun kicks into another gear. Flip 
to neutral (Park) for high-revving fun, and then engage 
Drive for your choice of hard or smooth launches. Off 
the line, Slash rips through the dirt like a true 2WD short 
course race truck, audibly shifting through the gears 
as it accelerates to top speed. Drift and slide your way 
around corners, and hang it all out as you blast onto the 
straightaway listening for that 2-3 shift. The smooth 
Ultra Shock suspension absorbs everything from uneven 
terrain to aired-out jumps, while the grin-inducing sound 
of 900+ horsepower from the exclusive On-Board Audio 
System adds a brand new dimension to short course fun. 

NEW!

Quick Features
•	 TQ™ 2.4GHz radio system

•	 Waterproof electronics

•	 Fully assembled

•	 Traxxas exclusive on-Board Audio System 

•	 Included Traxxas 7-cell NimH battery with iD™

•	 Included 4-amp peak-detecting Dc fast charger

•	 Powerful Titan® 12T 550 motor 

•	 XL-5™ Electronic Speed control

•	 Traxxas High-current connector

•	 Fully adjustable Ultra Shocks™

•	 Efficient magnum 272™ metal-gear transmission

•	 Revo® - spec Torque-control™ slipper clutch

SPEcS
TRaxxaS 
SLaSH OBa
Model # ............ 58034-2
Speed  .............. 30+mph
Battery  ............ 8.4 Volt NiMH
Charger  ........... 4-amp peak
Detecting Fast Charger Included
price ................. $299.95 RTR

Buy at your local hobby store  
or online at traxxas.com

DURaBILITy aND DRIVE TIME
Slash is synonymous with durability, engineered to the 

highest standards and built Traxxas-tough. Slash can 

keep up with all of the off-road antics that get dished out. 

The On-Board Audio System was designed to the same 

Slash durability spec, which means it can handle all the 

punishment that Slash was engineered to handle. Also, 

Slash is designed for maximum wheel time. From the 

highly efficient electronics to the smooth, precise 

drivetrain, Slash gives you tons of runtime. If you’re 

wondering how the On-Board Audio System affects 

battery life, it has virtually no effect on runtime at all.

HaNDLING  
Slash is designed for all-terrain excitement from the 
backyard to the racetrack. Designed to mimic the 
handling of the full-size Traxxas short course race 
trucks, the suspension has been specifically tuned 
to also accommodate the addition of the On-Board 
Audio System. The tunable long-travel suspension 
effortlessly absorbs jumps and rough terrain.

now to see and 
hear the Slash 
with On-Board 
Audio in action. 

SCAN THE
QR CODE

aLL-WEaTHER REaDy  
A Traxxas standard, all electronics are ready for 
water, mud, and snow. This includes the On-Board 
Audio System. The entire system is just as tough 
and waterproof as the rest of the Slash.

STaRT yOUR ENGINES!  
A third channel switch on the transmitter allows you 
to put the Slash in “neutral” so that you can hear the 
engine rev. Mash the throttle and drop the switch for 

instant full-throttle launches (“neutral slams”)!  

The body is the speaker, emitting the sound in all directions. 

Flip the switch on the transmitter to neutral position (Park) 

and rev up the RPms. Flip the switch down (Drive) and shift into 

gear. Slash roars off the line and bangs through all three gears 

to the tune of 900+ horsepower. The on-Board Audio System 

features an on/off switch and volume adjustment so that you 

can still have fun without disrupting the neighbors; then again, 

maybe they need to hear how much fun you’re having! Think of 

it as having the option to run stealth mode with a muffler or 

with wide-open headers. You will HEAR and FEEL the thunder 

and the speed of short 

course racing!

S
lash embraces the all-out attitude inspired 

by short course truck racing -- a loud, dirt-

covered world with 900+ horsepower engines, 

big suspensions, and massive jumps. It’s a fine 

balance between control and chaos, and it sounds like 

driving fun! Now, it’s possible to crank up the volume on 

scale realism with the addition of the exclusive Traxxas 

on-Board Audio System to the popular Traxxas Slash 

short course truck.

The Traxxas on-Board Audio System brings Slash to 

life for an entirely unique and authentic Rc driving 

experience. The intuitive audio system responds to your 

transmitter throttle inputs to project actual engine 

sounds from a full-size Traxxas short course race truck. 

on/off

Volume Up

Volume Down

SERIOUS SOUND  
Two sound units provide 
maximum volume and sound 
dispersion.

Strain reliefs on the wiring 
prevents pulling or damaging 
of the wiring connections.

Patent: traxxas.com/pat
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The LaTrax™ Alias™ is the easy way to 
experience aerobatic flying thrills and 

high-speed airborne excitement. Alias’ large size makes it perfect 
for flight virtually anywhere, and bright LED lights built into the 
rugged fuselage illuminate the way for fun day or night. Add the 
custom Alias camera for stunning HD aerial video and photos that 
you control from your transmitter.

BUYER’S GUIDE

The award-winning Traxxas Slash™ short-course race 
truck puts you in the driver’s seat for intense fender-to-
fender, high-flying off-road action. Slash leads the way 
with a huge variety of modelsto choose from that all 
include long-travel suspension, waterproof electronics, 
dirt-roosting torque, and Traxxas-Tough durability.

Two new headstrong competitors have been unleashed 
for a brutal, headbanging fight to the finish line. Skully™ 
is full of screaming rage with its blistering ghost flames 
and hard charging attitude. Craniac™ is the darker 
menace with its otherworldly looks and punishing stare. 
No matter which side you choose, the ensuing battle is 
nothing but pure monster truck driving fun for you.

$149.95

$209.95
STARTING AT

$249.95
STARTING AT

RAdIo coNTRolled

1/18 Teton 

$159.95
The Teton™ packs big all-weather 
adventure into a powerful 4-wheel 
drive off-roader that’s quick and 
versatile for radio-controlled fun 
anytime, anywhere. 

1/18 Scale LaTrax Rally 

$139.95
The LaTrax Rally™ combines the distinctive looks 
and exciting performance of a full-size rally car.  The 
impressive speed and handling of this 4WD Rally 
delivers hours of high performance driving fun.

Legendary ruggedness, waterproof electronics, 
and rock-crushing torque make Stampede® 
synonymous with monster truck driving fun.

$239.95

$209.95

Bandit™ is the original Extreme Sports Buggy™! With 
a 35+mph top speed and massive torque on tap, 
Bandit rips massive roost, soars over giant jumps, and 
lays down the power.

Bandit

$234.95

The Rustler® blows the doors off the competition 
with more power, smoother control, better grip, and 
performance that makes it one of our fastest Ready-
To-Race® electric trucks available.

Rustler

Stampede

Model 6608 

Model 75054-1

Model 76054-1

Model 76044-1

The Traxxas Blast™ is fast, 
reliable, and fun to drive. Blast 

makes waves with its stable 24-inch deep-V 
hull, stylish hatch, and powerful, water-cooled 
Stinger 20-turn modified motor.

$169.99
Model 38104-1

Model 58024

Model 24054-1

Model 37054-1

Model 36054-1

Prices current at the time of publication but subject to change. Be sure to visit www.buytraxxas.com for the latest information on your favorite models.

fuN uNdeR $300!

#6660 - Alias Camera  
Sold Seperately

1/18 SST
The LaTrax SST™ takes the fun 
of off-road Stadium Super 
Truck racing and packs into a 
convenient, take anywhere, 
1/18 scale size.

$159.95

Model 36094-1

Model 36064-1
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BUYER’S GUIDE

The Ford® F-150 SVT Raptor is available as a 
high-performance Ready-To-Race® replica 
model exclusively from Traxxas. Based on the 
award-winning Traxxas Slash and molded in 
black for a tough look, the Ford Raptor model 
delivers 30+mph top speeds. 

Nitro Sport™ is the easiest, most af-
fordable way to get into nitro power! 

The exclusive EZ-Start push-button electric engine starting 
gets you running just minutes out of the box. Nitro Sport 
delivers with spectacular acceleration and top speeds over 
38+mph, all with the raw, exciting sound of nitro power!

$299.99

$269.95
STARTING AT

Traxxas innovation takes racing fun to a whole 
new level with an authentic, portable, and 

affordable timing and scoring system. With precision lasers for staging, 
reaction time, elapsed time, and speed, any vehicle can turn a strip of 
pavement into a race track.  When the lights go green, the race is on!

$199.99
1/8 Scale Funny Car

The Traxxas Ford Mustang NHRA Funny Car 
accurately captures the total racing experience 

with realistic staging action, burnouts, and Launch Control.  
pick your favorite John Force Racing replica and the race is on.

$299.99

Modeled after the full-size Traxxas pro 2 race 
trucks, Slash brings home the excitement and 
scale realism of short course racing. With over 10 
trucks in the Slash lineup, and over 25 options, 
there is a Traxxas Slash for everyone.

$259.95
STARTING AT

The Robby Gordon Dakar Slash is modeled after the 
machines that take on one of the most grueling off-road 
races in the world. Sealed, waterproof electronics take 
you through mud, sand, and water crossings with ease.

Grab the throttle and the On-Board Audio System 
roars to life, projecting the actual engine sounds from 
a 900+ horsepower pro 4X4 short course truck. Bash 
it, crash it, and get it wet. No need to hold back...the 
sound system is just as rugged as the Slash itself. 

$269.95
STARTING AT

$299.95

Model 58044-1

Model 58034-2

Model 58034-1

Model 45104-1

Model 6570

Prices current at the time of publication but subject to change. Be sure to visit www.Traxxas.com for the latest information on your favorite models.

Model 6907

All the quality and capability 
you expect from Traxxas is 
available in 1/16 scale with the 
1/16 E-Revo®. At 14 inches long, 

this E-Revo is about half the size of the 1/10-scale 
E-Revo. But don’t call it a “mini”—this is a whole new 
category of RC performance and fun that no mere 
mini-model can match. dirt-roosting torque, and 
Traxxas-Tough durability.

$234.95
STARTING AT

Model 71054-1

Model 58064-1

Ford Motor Company Trademarks and Trade Dress used under license to Traxxas, Inc.

All other copyrights or trademarks are the property of their 
respective owners and are being used under license.

RAdIo coNTRolled fuN uNdeR $300!
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You and your buddies can run in the garage, on 

the driveway, or have a grudge match between 

races at the track. (Need some inspiration? Turn 

to page 56.)

If you haven’t seen it, Stadium Super Truck racing is a cross between Baja 

trophy trucks and motocross. Short wheelbase off-road trucks with gobs 

of suspension travel battle each other on tight, usually paved courses, 

interlaced with steel jump ramps. High-flying passes in mid air, cornering on 

two-wheels, and frequent “racing contact” are just part of the crazy scene. 

Sounds a lot like Rc racing, doesn’t it?

OpENING THE BOx 
When you get your new LaTrax 

SST, you might ask yourself 

what else is needed. The answer 

to your question is nothing. 

That’s right; you don’t need to 

get anything additional. Everything 

is included in the box and is ready to go. Along 

with your new SST, you also get all-weather 

electronics, a 2.4GHz transmitter, batteries for 

the vehicle and the transmitter, and a charger.  

All that is left to do is get ready to have fun! 

a NEW MaCHINE

The LaTrax SST is a 1/18 scale speed 
machine that has been tuned to deliver 
the full-on SST racing experience. 
Big suspension travel, over-sized off-
road tires and plenty of power on tap  
translates into a super nimble and 
aggressive handling truck that’s built 
to take on jumps and drifts over any 
course. It’s full body work equips it to 
battle against other trucks fender to 
fender in full-contact racing.

FRONT DIMENSIONS 
6.7 INCH WIDE - 17 CM WIDE 
4.6 INCH TALL - 11 CM TALL

SIDE DIMENSIONS
12 INCH LONG - 30 CM LONG 
6 INCH WHEELBASE - 16 CM WHEELBASE

When it comes to storing or transporting, SST needs 

very little room. The lightweight SST can be stored 

easily on a bookshelf or transported in a backpack.

CONCLUSION  
Don’t let the 1/18 scale size fool you. The full-time 

4WD, fully independent suspension, and SST tires 

keep the LaTrax SST hooked up on the pavement 

or in the dirt. Rain or shine, SST is ready to go 

with sealed, all-weather ready electronics. Easy 

to maintain, fun to drive, and very affordable, SST 

is a winner straight out of the box. For even more 

excitement, get two or more SST trucks and the 

fun goes from mild to wild! 

SpaCE MaTTERS  
The LaTrax SST presents the fun of Stadium Super 

Truck racing in a convenient, take-anywhere 

package. Its 1/18 scale chassis is home to a 

powerful motor, fully independent suspension, 

and a rugged 4-wheel drive drivetrain. This means 

optimum handling and fun no matter how much 

racing space is available.

Quick Features
•	 Fully assembled and       

Ready-To-Run 

•	 Race Replica multi-colored 
painted body

•	 Waterproof, sealed all-weather  
electronics

•	 Powerful 370 brushed motor

•	 Full-time 4WD

•	 LaTrax 7.2V 6-cell NimH battery 
and Dc peak-detecting fast 
charger both included

•	 4-wheel fully independent 
suspension

•	 oil-filled shocks

•	 Front and rear gear 
differentials

•	 metal ring and pinion gears

Specs
LaTRax 
SST 4WD
Model # ............ 76044-1
Battery  ............ 7.2Volt NiMH
Charger  ........... Included
price ................. $159.95

Buy at your local hobby store 
or online at Latrax.com

yOUNG GUNS 
LaTrax offers the SST in three race replica bodies 

that have been modeled after the Stadium Super 

Trucks driven by Traxxas athletes Sheldon Creed, 

Keegan Kincaid, and Robby Gordon. The two 

young guns pull out all the stops to go up against 

the seasoned skill and experience of legendary 

competitor Robby Gordon. It’s a battle that always 

results in trucks running on the ragged edge. 

The LaTrax SST does not require any previous 

experience to have fun. It’s built to run all-out and 

absorb the crashes and tumbles along the way, 

even with a new driver behind the wheel. 

READy… SET… ACTION!
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As Easy As 1 - 2 - 3

3. Start Charging

1. Select iD Batteries

2. Connect  iD Batteries

Decide which 
batteries you  
want to charge.

Connect the 
batteries to  
the charger.

Press the iD Start/
Stop button and let                   
the batteries charge.

QUIcK FEaTUrEs

ADVANCED PEAK DETECTION WITH iD

NiMH / LiPo Fast Charger AC Input 

PART 2972
$ 99.95

CHARGES  
BATTERIES AT ONCE!

TWO

The new Traxxas EZ-Peak Dual Charger is a powerhouse of fast-charging muscle and innovative technology that solves the 
problem of quickly and easily charging multiple batteries at once. The EZ-Peak Dual is unique in that it is like two chargers in 
one, able to simultaneously and independently charge two battery packs at a maximum of 4 amps each. Switch into High 
Output Mode and charge a single large capacity battery pack at up to 8 amps, cutting charge times nearly in half! Innovative 
Traxxas iD technology recognizes Traxxas iD batteries and automatically configures and optimizes all the charge settings. 
There’s simply never been an easier way to charge batteries. Traxxas Battery iD makes it a snap to charge a NiMH battery (such 
as the ones provided with most Traxxas vehicles) on one channel and a high-performance 2 or 3-cell LiPo battery on the other 
channel. It’s really as easy as plugging in the batteries and pressing “Start.”  There are no settings to configure or complicated 
menus to navigate. 

• Recognizes Traxxas iD  batteries to automatically 
program and optimize charger settings

• Charge a NiMH battery and a LiPo battery at                       
the same time

• Charge progress indicator
• Optimized for faster LiPo balance charging 
• One button LiPo storage charge protects your  

battery investment 
• Advanced high-resolution peak detection  

delivers a perfect charge
• Easy to use interface
• Audible alerts
• Built-in cooling fan
• Advanced Mode for full manual control of  

charger settings
• Legacy support for all Traxxas High-Current 

Connectors
• Built-in balance ports for conventional LiPo batteries
• Charges 5-8-cell NiMH batteries
• Charges 2S and 3S LiPo batteries

When using Traxxas iD batteries and chargers exclusively, 
the door is open for everyone to experience the extra 
power, speed, and run time that LiPo batteries 
offer without having to be a charging 
expert that is fluent in battery chemistry. 
Traxxas iD batteries charge at the maximum 
rate, with iD LiPo batteries 4000mAh and above 
charging at 8 amps.

Traxxas’ exclusive charging algorithm makes balance charging 
LiPo batteries faster than ever, practically eliminating any additional time 
penalty to do a full balance charge. In addition to the supercharged speed, the 
EZ-Peak Dual is loaded with other convenient features, such as the integrated 
balance wires that are part of the Traxxas High-Current Connector. When  
charging LiPo batteries, the balance wires must be connected to the charger so 

that the voltage and condition of each individual cell can 
be monitored. In the past, this required a fragile connector 
on the battery that had to be connected to a bare bones 
“balance board” that THEN plugged into the charger. 
The whole rig looked like a science project. Traxxas LiPo 
batteries with iD integrate the balance wires with the main 
connector so that there is only one rugged connector 
that plugs directly into the charger. It is the cleanest, most 
durable solution. 

In order to get the most life and best performance from 
LiPo batteries, it is important to balance and store them 
charged to about half of their total capacity. The EZ-Peak 
Dual features an exclusive one-button Storage Mode that 
makes it a snap to storage charge all of your LiPo batteries.

A quality charge increases the life of the battery pack and 
delivers more run time. The EZ-Peak Dual delivers a high 
resolution peak charge every time and will continue to 
trickle charge NiMH batteries for up to 12 hours after the 
initial peak. 

The EZ-Peak Dual charges all Traxxas batteries, including 
those with first generation Traxxas High Current 
Connectors. The charger includes handy built-in balance 
ports for your Traxxas LiPo batteries equipped with a 
separate balance plug. Advanced Mode on the EZ-Peak 
Dual gives you full manual control over charge settings 
when Traxxas battery iD is not present. The interface is fast 
and intuitive.

Traxxas High-Current Connectors 

are used on Traxxas batteries, 

chargers, and electronic 

speed controls. They 

have been engineered 

to provide the maximum 

transfer of power 

possible. After 1,000+ 

connections, Traxxas 

High-Current Connectors 

maintain their integrity with 

virtually no gain in resistance. This 

means that you can trust that you are 

getting every available ounce of power 

whether charging or driving. 

Super  Connectors

Integrated  
Balance  

Connectors
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Traxxas In Action

Go to Traxxas.com/playvideo to watch these exciting new videos!

It might seem like video time is all 
play time, but that is not the whole 
story. Shooting the videos and 
photos is fun because RC machines 
are being driven, but there is 
also quite a bit of work involved. 
Planning the shoot, preparing 
the gear, securing the locations, 
transporting the equipment, and 
getting the shots are all in a day’s 
work. Sometimes the best shots 
come in the worst conditions, with 
photographers or videographers 
laying on the ground getting beat 
with sand, rain, snow, or blistering 
sun.  Here’s a peak behind the 
scenes as the dedicated Traxxas 
crew works to bring you exciting 
and inspiring images and video. 

Filming an E-Revo Brushless Edition going massive at a skatepark

Nitro 4-Tec 3.3 pours on the power in an asphalt assault.

Behind The scenes  
Left: Traxxas Stability Management 
(TSM) in action  (being put to the 
test) during a rare Texas snowfall.

Hitting the trails with Stampede 4X4 VXL

E-Revo Dirt Jumping Session

Below Left: Catching Stampede 4X4 
slinging snow. 

Below:  Wrapping a day of shooting 
Slash 4X4’s on the frozen tundra.
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AsphAlt AttAck!
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There are times when the sight of fresh, smooth asphalt or a wide-open parking lot really sets your mind on the need for speed.  

You know the feeling…the desire to grab a fistful of throttle and blow away the speed limit. The Nitro 4-Tec™ 3.3 and Jato 

3.3 were created with the sole mission of scratching that itch. There’s no experience that can compare with watching a nitro 

machine run all-out, with a faint blue haze from the exhaust and the sound of the engine as it screams through the RPMs.  

The experience of a nitro vehicle really taps into the senses; the smell of nitro exhaust sure to awaken any performance 

enthusiast! If you’re looking for some serious nitro-powered parking lot domination, then look no further. The Nitro 4-Tec 3.3  

and Jato 3.3 are just what the doctor ordered. 

Nitro 4-Tec 3.3 is a low, lean, aerodynamic machine. Those three attributes, combined with the seemingly never ending 

extreme power of the TRX 3.3, are sure to leave any speed enthusiast with a big grin. The low profile and aerodynamics keep 

Nitro 4-Tec planted while it screams by at blinding speed. When second gear kicks in and you’re doing highway speeds, 

you want as much traction as you can get. The all-wheel drive setup provides the maximum amount of power delivery to 

the ground, as well as traction at all four corners. Nitro 4-Tec is all about speed and acceleration. It’s built on a sophisticated 

platform that’s engineered to control all that speed and power with grace and precision.

• TQi™ 2.4GHz radio system with installed 
Bluetooth® module for Traxxas Link™ App 
connectivity on a smartphone

• Factory installed telemetry sensors

• TRX® 3.3 Racing Engine

• EZ-Start® electric starting with included 
7.2V battery and charger

• Blue-anodized Resonator™ tuned pipe

• Center-mounted fuel tank for superior 
chassis balance

• Widened rear belt and larger pulleys

• Adjustable 2-speed auto-shifting 
transmission

• 4-wheel disc braking

• 70+mph top speed

Quick FEaTurEs

The Nitro 4-Tec was engineered for 

ultimate speed and stability.  

The three-belt all-wheel drive system 

delivers smooth power to all four 

corners of the car for superior control. 

The fuel is one of the heaviest 

components of the car. The center-

mounted fuel tank prevents changes 

in the car’s balance as the fuel level 

changes. This is critical for consistent 

handling through the corners.

MODEL 48077-1
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Jato 3.3 is a high-powered 2WD muscle truck on a mission. 

It’s a purpose-built street fighter designed for the real world. 

Grab a fistful of throttle  and the front tires lift off the ground. 

Jato rockets from 0-60mph in 4.2 seconds with a top speed 

over 65mph. The distinct sound of the TRX 3.3 Racing Engine 

climbing through the RPMs as the two-speed transmission 

shifts is an adrenaline-inducing experience. There’s a reason it 

comes with a wheelie bar. 

• TQi™ 2.4GHz radio system with installed 
Bluetooth® module for Traxxas Link™ App 
connectivity on a smartphone

• Factory installed telemetry sensors

• TRX 3.3 Racing Engine

• EZ-Start electric starting with inluded 7.2V 
battery and charger.

• Blue-anodized Resonator™ tuned pipe

• Center-mounted fuel tank for superior 
chassis balance

• Front and rear sway bars for  
increased stability

• Asphalt-hugging Anaconda™ tires

• Mandatory wheelie bar

• Disc brakes

• 65+mph top speed
• Composite carburetor

• Precision crankcase

• Top-grade ball bearings

• Straight-through exhaust flow

• PowerTune head

• High-volume air filter

Quick FEaTurEs
Fueled by a passion for performance, innovation, and the absolute best quality, Traxxas engineers designed the TRX 3.3 

from a clean sheet design. The manufacturing process was engineered to ensure the closest tolerances and maintain 

the most consistent and reliable nitro engines available. While some nitro engines have a reputation for being “touchy” 

and difficult to tune, the TRX 3.3  is designed to make big, usable power across its RPM range with a wide tuning latitude. 

This equates to easy tuning success and Traxxas Extreme Power for everyone. Traxxas backs the TRX 3.3 with the Traxxas 

Lifetime Engine Replacement plan. 

Ready to tame the concrete jungle, the Nitro 

4-Tec 3.3 and Jato 3.3 are an asphalt- blitzing 

duo. Capable of reaching highway speeds in 

a matter of seconds, these are perfect for any 

nitro fan or speed enthusiast.

niTrO pOwEr

cOnclusiOn

Jato and Nitro 4-Tec are equipped with factory installed Telemetry 

sensors. Telemetry sensors, along with the included TQi radio system 

and the Traxxas Link Wireless Module, give you immediate access 

to important data such as speed, battery voltage, RPMs, and most 

importantly, engine temperature to aid with engine tuning. All that’s 

needed is to download the free Traxxas Link App for Apple® iPhone®, 

iPad®, iPod touch®, or Android™ devices.

TElEmETry

Quick FEaTurEs

Traxxas revolutionized electric 

starting with the Traxxas EZ-Start. 

The Traxxas system is unique in that 

it lights the glow plug and spins the 

engine for you. There’s no need for 

traditional glow igniters, which are 

just one more thing to have to keep 

up with and try to keep charged. The 

EZ-Start is powered by a traditional 

6-cell RC car battery pack that is 

easily and quickly charged with the 

included charger. 

The wheelie bar is included, and it will get plenty 

of use thanks to the TRX 3.3 Racing Engine. 

EZ-sTarT sysTEm

At home on the pavement and 

completely off-road capable, Jato 3.3 is 

ready to tear it up. A fully independent 

suspension with GTR shocks at all four 

corners gives Jato the advantage with 

a set up that can soak up the bumps 

and conquer any terrain. The factory 

installed wheelie bar keeps everything 

stable and pointed forward, as the front 

end lifts under all of that power. 

MODEL 55077-1



velineon vxl-3s 
Waterproof Electronic Speed Control

Max top speeds shown require the included optional gearing and 4000mAh 3S Lipo battery (#2849X) sold separately. 

* Traxxas Link Wireless Module (part #6511, sold separately). Copyright © 2015 Traxxas.  2P-VXL-Beyond-Limits-150212

Get behind the wheel of a Velineon® brushless-powered VXL model and experience tire-melting horsepower and 
supercharged speed done the Traxxas way: wicked fast and easy to use. The efficiency of the Velineon Brushless Power 
System provides run times that are so long, you’ll forget it’s electric. Without brushes to maintain, you get the same 
mind-warping speed run after run. 

Our idea of having fun means going faster than everyone else!

extreme brushless powerextreme brushless power

extreme brushless power systemextreme brushless power system

MODEL 24076-1 
$349.95

7-Cell NiMH Battery with iD 
4-Amp DC Fast Charger Included!

Equipped with Bluetooth Enabled TQi Transmitter
The new TQi Traxxas Link™ enabled transmitter can be equipped with a Traxxas Link 
Wireless Module (part #6511, sold separately) that turns your Apple® iPad®, iPhone®, 
iPod touch®, or Android™ device (sold separately) into a powerful tuning tool for 
your Traxxas vehicle. The full-color display combines with the free Traxxas Link 
App (available in the Apple App Store℠ or on Google Play™) to deliver an intuitive, 
high-definition, full-color graphical user interface that unlocks the mysteries of 
optimizing your radio system for ultimate vehicle control. Traxxas Link also opens 
the door to full telemetry when you add optional sensors to your model.

MODEL 36076-1 
$369.95

MODEL 37076-1 
$359.95

Waterproof
for Fun in Water, Mud, and Snow!

The Velineon® VXL-3s simplifies brushless technology with easy operation that gives you all 

the control you need for maximum fun.  Available separately as a complete brushless power 

system, or in the Bandit VXL, Stampede VXL, and Rustler VXL.  Extreme Brushless Horsepower 

is here, and it’s Ready-To-Race® from Traxxas! Just plug it in and it works. With speed potential 

that reaches beyond 70mph, Velineon is the leader in brushless performance.  

Nothing else even comes close.

extreme brushless powerextreme brushless power

extreme brushless power systemextreme brushless power system



T
he Slash lineup of short-course trucks introduced the world to short-course R/c racing. They have been embraced 
by many who have ventured into the radio controlled hobby for the first time and by those who are seasoned veter-
ans, becoming the fun class, where the focus was on driving skill with equally matched trucks. Slash was designed 

with a high center ground clearance for versatility on all types of terrain. However, on the racetrack, one of the easiest 
and most significant changes that can be made to improve handling is to lower the overall center of gravity with the 
Traxxas Low-cG conversion kit. The versatility of these machines is incredible, and with the new Low-cG conversion kit, 
there’s even more fun on the horizon. Read on to learn about how this one change can make such a difference. 

Turning HigH-rOllErs inTO  
                        cOrnEring kings

Low-CG  HiGH PerformanCe
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Traxxas makes changing your standard 
chassis to a Low-CG chassis very simple.  
All the parts you need, along with easy-
to-follow instructions, are included 
in the conversion kit.  The process is 
simplified even further since the kit 
uses existing screws.  With a few simple 
hand tools, you can convert your stock 
2WD Slash to a Low-CG Slash (and a 
cornering king) in a matter of minutes. 

The stock chassis that 
comes installed on the 
Slash, Slash VXL, Ford 
F-150 Raptor and Robby 
Gordon Dakar Edition 
handles all-terrain 
action extremely well. 
The ride height of the 
chassis allows these 
vehicles to run over 
obstacles with ease; 
however, if performance 
is what you are after, the 
high center of gravity 
increases body roll and 
limits cornering speed. 

Low-CG brings the 
chassis 45% lower to 
the ground. The “CG” 
stands for the center 
of gravity, so Low-CG 
refers to a lower center 
of gravity. It’s not just 
the chassis, the largest 
mass in the vehicle, but 
heavier items, such as 
the ESC and battery, 
are also brought lower 
to the racing surface.  
This reduces the ability 
of the chassis to lean 
in the corners, causing 
the vehicle to flip over 
or spin out if the speeds 
are too high. The Low-
CG chassis definitely has 
an advantage.  

Quick lEssOn
 in lOw-cg

The benefits of the Low-CG conversion are easy to appreciate as you drive. You can dive 
deeper into corners and carry more speed through the turn. Responsiveness to steering 
inputs becomes even quicker. The limits of traction and control are higher, allowing you to 
drive “closer to the edge.” And as you creep over that edge, the transition from “at-the-limit” 
to “over-the-limit” is more predictable and easier to recover from—as opposed to a sudden 
spinout. These benefits are due to the location of the center of mass relative to the roll 
axis, which dynamically affects the handling. As the trucks corner, the truck with the lower 
CG experiences less chassis roll. This spreads weight more evenly over the tires, increases 
traction, and allows continued acceleration in the turns.

As soon as you drop your Low-CG Slash, you will notice the differences—the look, the handling, 
the performance. The Low-CG chassis has a long, smooth bottom side profile along the entire 
wheelbase. This allows the vehicle to slide smoothly across all driving surfaces when the 
suspension is fully bottomed out; for example, when landing that big jump. With the heavier 
components held as deep in the chassis as possible, the weight is positioned low in the chassis, 
which reduces weight transfer and improves traction. This design allows a dramatic increase in 
cornering speed and added vehicle stability on all driving surfaces, including tarmac, gravel, 
and extreme off-road conditions. On the track, you will see harder launches, lightning-fast 
steering response, superior high-speed handling and faster lap times!

lOw-cg OpTiOns
The Low-CG conversion kit features a cool blue molded composite chassis along with all the necessary parts to complete the conversion. 
The blue chassis pieces will definitely set your truck apart from the crowd, no matter where you go. However, you can personalize your 
2WD Low-CG conversion by using black or grey chassis components for a more “factory” appearance. Either way, your Slash will look great 
and have a new level of performance. 

Whether you have a 2WD vehicle or a 4X4, you can get more performance out of your vehicle by lowering the center of gravity.  Superior 
handling and stability, improved traction, more responsive steering, and increased speed—it doesn’t matter if you’re looking for more 
performance on the track or just wanting to gain more all-terrain stability, get ready for a whole new driving experience!

If you own a Slash 4X4, Traxxas hasn’t left you high and dry.  Slash 
4x4 has been a proven performer from day one.  Its all-terrain 
capabilities and extreme durability provide tons of fun.  But what if 
you want to get even more off-road performance or on-track speed?

wrapping up

insTalling THE 2wd lOw-cg cOnvErsiOn kiT

QR Code 
link to 

the walk 
thru video 

tutorial.

lOw-cg and rEady TO gO

Traxxas designed a Low-CG conversion kit for the Slash 4X4, including 
everything you need to go from a standard chassis to a Low-CG chassis. 

Traxxas offers several vehicles with a factory-installed 
Low-CG setup, including the Rally and Slash 4X4 Ultimate.

2wd  lOw-cg
cHassis cOnvErsiOn kiT

PART# 5830 PRICE: $39.00

4wd lOw-cg cHassis cOnvErsiOn kiT
PART# 7421       PRICE: $75.00

cHOicEs

TRAXXAS.com  3130  888.TRAXXAS
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When it comes to adventure, Traxxas takes you to the top with Summit. With a perfect blend of 
Revo-inspired suspension, massive 7” tall Canyon AT tires, high and low range transmission, locking 
front and rear differentials, and rugged looks, Summit is ready to go virtually anywhere. Let’s take a 
look at what puts Summit at the top of the class.

MODEL 48077-1
$639.95
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Summit’s Revo-inspired rocker-based suspension geometry multiplies the overall suspension travel. Summit has 

the most suspension travel of any monster truck, and the motion of the LT rockers provides a linear damping curve 

for what feels like a bottomless well of super-plush oil-damped travel. Summit gracefully glides over terrain that 

you ordinarily would not think any RC vehicle could handle. Summit’s unmatched capability opens the door to 

allow you to take driving expeditions into extreme new areas that were previously off-limits.

Traxxas went big using 3.8” Geode wheels and 7” tall 

Canyon AT tires. It’s the biggest tire on any Traxxas vehicle, 

and they fit perfectly with the size and attitude of the 

Summit. The Geode wheels provide a solid foundation for 

mounting the Canyon AT tires, which deliver tons of grip. 

The tread pattern digs into dirt and claws at the rocks. 

The tread design runs over onto the sidewall for extra grip 

when attacking hills and rocks at an angle or paddling 

through deep mud. Soft foam inserts allow the tires to 

conform and grip curbs, roots, and rocks for surefooted 

traction on any terrain.

Summit is equipped with a robust transmission and 

drivetrain to get down the trail quickly or crawl over 

obstacles easily. Tear up the trail in High Range, and 

when the terrain gets more technical, switch to Low 

Range.  Switching gears is all done effortlessly from your 

transmitter. When you need to tackle a little rougher 

terrain, steeper climbs, or tougher obstacles, put the 

innovative T-Lock remote locking differentials to work 

and squeeze out that extra bit of traction, just like in a 

full-size rock rig. From your transmitter, select front and 

rear locked differentials, front locked differential, or full 

open front and rear differentials. 

Locked differentials, a powerful motor, and high-traction 

tires are the perfect recipe for overstressed driveshafts, 

so Summit is equipped with the toughest Traxxas shafts 

ever. The smooth-sliding, dual CV design pioneered for 

Revo® has dust boots on the ends prevent water and dirt 

from getting inside. This combination produces Traxxas’ 

toughest shafts, and keeps everything moving freely 

so that the parts last longer. Sometimes it’s the small 

details that can make a big difference in the long run. 

Engineering details like this that give the Summit that 

extra edge for real-world ruggedness and long life.

tranSMiSSiOn and drivetrain

WheeLS and tireS

SuSpenSiOn

MOtOr and Speed COntrOL
Summit has the muscle to back 

up its rugged appearance. The 

huge Titan 775 motor supplies 

massive torque that’s perfect 

for crawling adventures, but 

generates enough speed to 

kick up some dirt on the way 

to the next spot. The EVX-2 

packs a punch connecting 

the battery packs in series 

for 16.8 volts of dirt-roosting 

power. The electronics are fully 

waterproof, so much so 

that YouTube is loaded 

with videos of Summit 

practically submerged 

as it crosses streams and 

tears through slushy ice 

and snow.
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• Transmitter-operated remote locking front and 

rear differentials

• Transmitter-operated High-Low Range 

transmission

• Titan® 775 motor

• TQi 2.4GHz 4-channel transmitter  

and micro receiver

• 17mm splined aluminum hex hubs

• Industry’s first dual-CV telescoping half shafts

• Geode™ rims and Canyon AT™ tires

• ExoCage™ body

• 10-LED light system

• Specially tuned long-travel suspension

Let’s face it, when you’re out exploring, it’s easy to get lost in the adventure and lose 

track of time. Before you know it, the sun is setting, and going with it is all your light. 

That’s not a problem at all. Summit is equipped from the factory with 10 ultra-bright 

LEDs for nighttime driving fun. You can keep driving long after the sun goes down! 

Install the optional roof lights (shown) for even more visibility.

It doesn’t matter if you’re exploring an urban 

concrete jungle or uncharted back country, there’s 

virtually no limit to where Summit can go. Tackle 

all the rocks, roots, curbs, steps, puddles, and mud 

you can find in your neighborhood or the local 

park. Feeling a little more adventurous? Grab a 

backpack, some water, and a few snacks and hit 

the trails for a day of off-road exploration. Summit 

is a rock-solid adventure rig that is ready to explore, 

right out of the box.

Where tO  
eXpLOre

LIghtinG

quiCk FeatureS



The great thing about TSM is that it really 

is for everyone. Anyone who wants to drive 

and have fun can benefit from TSM. 

The adjustability lets drivers of all skill 

levels experience the fun of RC driving.

For more information, visit Traxxas.com/tsm.

aCCELERaTE FaSTER 
Straight Line Acceleration with a 3S LiPo Battery Pack 

Surface: Loose Dirt/Gravel

CORNER FaSTER  
Cornering with a 3S LiPo Battery Pack 

Surface: Loose Dirt/Gravel

Traxxas Stability management (TSm) helps you unleash all the power and performance 

that’s engineered into your Traxxas vehicle and TQi radio system. This really does change 

the entire driving experience. Now you can nail the throttle and accelerate in a straight 

line, driving and cornering is smoother and cleaner, and braking is more controlled. 

Driving doesn’t have to be a challenge; now it can be even more fun!

Traxxas Stability management (TSm) is designed 

to enhance your driving experience, not hinder it. 

TSm works seamlessly as you drive. What does this 

mean? Traxxas engineers developed superior tuning 

algorithms that run on high-speed, precision electronic 

components to create a system that works invisibly, 

in the background, without ever limiting your throttle 

or control.  The result is full-throttle acceleration 

that is straight and true without fishtailing or losing 

control. Steering is more precise, and braking control 

is drastically improved. 

Steering stability is turned on by default and works 

automatically for knife-edge handling. TSm enhances 

the fun and gives you precise control of your Traxxas 

vehicle for a superior driving experience. It gives you 

all the benefits that modern electronic stabilization 

has to offer without intruding on your driving fun or 

producing unexpected effects.  

Traxxas gives you complete control over TSm. Adjust 

the steering stability by using the multi-function knob 

on your TQi transmitter. The recommended (default) 

setting for your vehicle is to rotate the multi-function 

knob to the 12:00 position (the zero mark on the dial); 

however, you have the ability to take total control of 

how much assistance you get from TSm. Adjust from 

0-100% to suit your driving style or skill level. 

Let’s break the adjustment down a little further. While 

driving on surfaces that provide some traction, you 

may wish to decrease the TSm setting to allow the 

vehicle to feel more “loose.” This is good if you want 

to power slide or drift. If you’re driving on surfaces 

with little to no traction (lose dirt, smooth concrete, 

ice/snow), you can adjust the TSm to maximize your 

vehicle’s acceleration, control, and braking. Turning the 

multi-function knob counterclockwise completely to 

the left will turn TSm off. There is no assistance from 

the TSm at this point.

<-- REGULAR
has a minimal
white backing

<-- For DARK BGs
has a FULL
white backing
and outline
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BEST
OF THEBESTTo be the best of the best, being at the 

pinnacle of performance is a definite 
requirement. It takes brutal power and 
precision handling. It’s a place reserved 
for an elite line-up of vehicles. These 
vehicles don’t pull any punches, and 
they are unapologetically powerful. 
The models on the following pages 
boast award-winning innovations in 
performance, durability, and design by 
a dedicated team of engineers. Read on 
to see what puts these Traxxas vehicles 
at the top of the list.

sHOcks

mOTOr / Esc

To handle the bumps, jumps, and uneven 
terrain, Slash 4X4 is equipped with high-
volume, hard-anodized GTR shocks that are 
specially tuned for ultra-plush performance.

slasH 4x4 ulTimaTE

The Slash 4X4 Ultimate is the top performer in the Traxxas short course lineup. The careful 
selection and addition of premium accessory components deliver a short course driving 
experience that trumps all the rest. It feels at home on the race track, but the enhanced 
performance and durability specification on the Ultimate make it a fantastic machine for all 
types of RC driving fun and excitement. The Slash 4X4 represents the finest in short course.

TElEmETry
Keep an eye on vitals, such as mph, RPMs, 
battery voltage, and motor temperature 
with the factory installed telemetry sensors. 
Record data and tune your truck to your 
heart’s content.  The Traxxas Link Wireless 
Module connects to the Traxxas Link™ App  
on your iPhone®, iPad®, iPod touch® or 
Android™ device.

The Velineon brushless power system uses 
a smooth and efficient 4-pole and is 3S 
rated for extreme power and speed.

mOdular cHassis
An innovative modular chassis design 
allows the front and rear sections to be 
removed from the chassis in seconds for 
quick and easy maintenance. 

lOw-cg cHassis
Slash 4X4 Ultimate is equipped with the 
Traxxas-exclusive Low-CG chassis. The 
Low-CG chassis provides quicker handling 
response and faster cornering speeds.
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E-rEvO brusHlEss

E-Revo brushless reimagined what it meant to be a monster truck, combining the 
expected brute strength and attitude with next level engineering and innovation. E-Revo 
is the performance machine all comers aspire to with its seemingly limitless capability, 
extreme 6S LiPo power handling, and unmatched driving fun!

suspEnsiOn

65
mph
+

60
mph
+ mOTOr / Esc

Revo’s patented rocker-
based suspension geometry 
multiplies the suspension 
travel for extreme off-road 
driving.

TElEmETry
On-board telemetry feeds 
data to the Traxxas Link™ 
App on your iPhone®, iPad®, 
iPod touch® or Android™ 
device through the 
Traxxas Link-enabled TQi 
transmitter.

Traxxas engineers spare 
nothing when it comes 
to horsepower. E-Revo 
Brushless Edition puts 
out wicked amounts of 
power, courtesy of the 
all-weather ready MXL-6s 
Brushless Power System. 

TransmissiOn
Designed from the get-
go to handle extreme 
brushless power, E-Revo’s 
transmission is virtually 
bullet-proof. It’s also 
mounted low in the 
chassis to lower the 
overall center of gravity. 

The world’s most advanced Ready-To-Race monster truckShort Course Supremacy

cHassis
The innovative one-piece 
chassis is the backbone of 
E-Revo. It’s a lightweight, 
rigid platform that 
maximizes strength and 
reduces weight. 
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MODEL 68077-1
$579.99

MODEL 56087-1
$759.95
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xO-1 awd supErcar

Capable of extreme performance and high speeds unsurpassed by any other RC vehicle, the XO-1 is, 
in a word, epic. From the aerodynamic supercar-inspired body and the innovative high-flow chassis 
to the Traxxas Big Block brushless motor and Mamba Monster Extreme speed control, XO-1 is a 
perfect example of design and innovation that leads to pure performance. Recipient of RC Car Action 
Magazines Reader’s Choice Award for Best Electric On-Road Car, X0-1 is not just a single-purpose 
speed machine. The XO-1’s large size gives it extra versatility to perform on real world pavement and 
makes any kind of on-road driving, drifting, and racing more fun. 

bOdy

100mpH spEEd

mOTOr / Esc

The body of a supercar often sets 
the tone of the entire vehicle. 
XO-1’s body follows suit with 
a sleek, purposeful design. It 
embodies the soul of a supercar. 
XO-1’s body has been designed for 
aerodynamic efficiency, stability, 
and killer good looks.

TElEmETry
The XO-1 is equipped with full 
telemetry to keep you informed 
of data, such as motor RPM, 
motor temp, battery voltage, the 
most important of all, speed. Just 
connect via Traxxas Link™, and your 
smart phone becomes a 100mph 
dashboard display.

Traxxas pulled out all the stops 
and went with the Mamba 
Monster Extreme speed control 
to handle massive voltage, and 
included the Traxxas Big Block 
brushless motor, the largest of it’s 
kind ever offered in a Ready-To-
Race vehicle.

cHassis
A supercar chassis is often a 
purposeful blend of art and 
performance. XO-1’s chassis has 
been shaped by pure function, 
and resulted in a clean, artful 
design. From the front splitter and 
the undertray to the rear diffuser, 
the chassis is designed to keep 
XO-1 stable at high speeds.

1

2

3

4

sparTan brusHlEss racE bOaT

Spartan is made for pure performance. It’s the perfect blend of speed and muscle. A sleek, 
true 36” deep-V hull cuts through the water like a knife, as the VXL-6s Marine speed control 
and powerful Velineon brushless motor rocket Spartan to 50+mph. A massive waterfall of 
roost will have everyone taking notice as Spartan screams across the water. Here’s a closer 
look at what makes Spartan such a hot performer. 

sTaying cOOl

mOTOr / Esc

When generating this much power, it’s 
important to stay cool. The innovative 
water cooling system of the Spartan 
features a pickup in the rudder that forces 
water through the speed control, through 
the silicone water jacket around the 
motor, and then out the side of the hull 
using a streamlined water outlet. 

Hull
The hull is Spartan’s foundation. The 
clean, modern design is built up in layers 
for maximum rigidity where it matters 
most, yet it’s lightweight and incredibly 
strong to handle the stress of high-
voltage brushless horsepower. Inside, 
the hull features integrated battery trays 
with convenient hook and loop straps 
for securely holding the battery and 
allowing fore or aft positioning. 

To provide the raw power that’s fitting 
for a boat like Spartan, Traxxas engineers 
went with the extreme Velineon high-
output brushless motor and VXL-6s 
Marine speed control. This combo is ready 
to handle up to 6s LiPo power for speeds 
reaching 50+mph. 

OuTbOard cOmpOnEnTs
Strength is critical to carving high speed 
turns through the waves. The rudder, 
rudder support, and drive strut are 
extruded and machined from rugged 
6000-series aluminum alloy for maximum 
strength, and then polished and anodized 
vivid blue.

pOwEr mOdulE
A unique feature of Spartan, the 
Power Module securely holds all of the 
electronics. Detach the steering linkage 
and flex cable, loosen two screws, and 
the Power Module can be removed for 
quick and easy maintenance. The Power 
Module also keeps everything centered 
in the middle of the hull for optimum 
performance on the water. 

1

2

3

4

5

5
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By the time you finish reading these two 
sentences, XO-1 has exceeded 100mph. 
Not only is XO-1 fast, it features the 
Mamba Monster Extreme speed control, 
Traxxas Big Block brushless motor, 
and all-wheel drive. X0-1 is capable of 
0-60mph in 2.3 seconds 0-100mph in 
4.92 seconds.

4

4

4

5 5

3

2

1

4

4
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2

1

1

1

1

MODEL 57076-1
$469.95

MODEL 5709L-1
$569.95

MODEL 64077
$699.95

100
mph
+

50
mph
+

with two 3S Power Cell  LiPo 
battery packs and chargers

with two 7-cell Power Cell  NiMH 
battery packs and a 4-amp Peak  
Detecting Fast Charger0-100 mph in under 5 seconds

The World’s Fastest                                                    
Ready-To-Race® Muscleboat



  

Short Course
Combine crazy amounts of horsepower with fender-banging action, mix in some jumps for plenty of 
air, and unleash it all on the dirt—welcome to the excitement that is short course off-road racing. 

Traxxas fields trucks in the Pro classes of The Off-Road Championship (TORC) and Lucas Oil Off-
Road Racing Series (LOORS). 

In the TORC series, Traxxas’ president and owner, Mike Jenkins, can be found shredding 
the dirt in the Pro 4X4 class. He is joined in Pro 2WD by young gun and former Pro Light 
champion, Keegan Kincaid. 

Defending LOORRS Pro Lite Unlimited championship winner, Sheldon Creed, is doing 
double-duty in Pro Lite Unlimited and Pro 2 Unlimited. He is joined in both classes by 
fellow Pro Lite Unlimited champion, RJ Anderson. Legendary Supercross rider, Jeremy 
McGrath, puts the hammer down in Pro 2 Unlimited. 

Check your local TV listings to find broadcasts of the TORC and LOORRS series or find 
where to watch online at torcseries.com or lucasoiloffroad.com. 

Traxxas Athletes

 

 

 

 

 

Jeremy McGrath

Keegan Kincaid

RJ Anderson

Sheldon Creed
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Traxxas Athletes

SST

 

SPEED Energy Formula Off-Road, presented 
by Traxxas, takes all of the best elements of 

racing and combines them into short, high-energy, 
sprint-style races. Stadium Super Trucks are 
identically prepared, which makes racing more 
about driver skill and determination and leads to 
super aggressive, side-by-side battles.

Powered by 600-horsepower V8 engines, SST 
trucks are capable of reaching 120 mph and launch 
off of off-road style jumps in stride. They can be 

bumped, spun, or flipped; as long as the shiny 
side’s up, they will keep going. 

Traxxas athletes Keegan Kincaid, Robby Gordon, 
and Sheldon Creed push their skills to the limits 
as they pilot their SST trucks around the tracks 
and through the air in their own style. Be sure to 
check out the SPEED Energy Formula Off-Road 
race presented by Traxxas on TV, on the web, or in 
person as the Traxxas athletes put the pedal to the 
metal in this exciting, high-energy series. 

Sheldon Creed signing autographs 
for fans at the Traxxas demo area.

Keegan Kincaid signs a 
number plate for a young fan.

Having fun at the Traxxas Try-Me Track

Robby Gordon and Sheldon Creed on the starting grid.

Traxxas Slash 4X4 going big in the Traxxas demo square.

Sheldon attempting to pass Keegan in the air.

Sheldon Creed on the throttle through a turn.

Keegan Kincaid airing it out.Thumbs up and all smiles after Robby Gordon 
wins the first X Games SST bronze medal.

Sheldon Creed celebrates the first SST silver medal at X Games Austin.

Sheldon Creed battling for first place.
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Traxxas Athletes

as the official radio control Performance Products of NHra, 
Traxxas lives and breathes ground-shaking horsepower, heart-
pounding adrenaline, and the constant thrill of speed. 

Traxxas sponsors drivers in the Funny car, Top Fuel, and Pro 
stock classes in the NHra. Holding the reigns in Pro stock is 
Jeg coughlin, Jr.; taking the helm in Top Fuel is Brittany Force; 
and piloting in the ever popular Funny car class are drivers 
courtney Force, robert Hight, and 16-time champion John Force.
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FOuR-WHEEL DRIvE
MONSTER TRuCk 

• All-terrain fun for anyone

• Built Traxxas-tough for all day adventure

• Chassis features innovative modular design

• Full-time 4x4 lets you go anywhere

What Makes it Fun

FUN!

Stampede 4x4 vXL
• Waterproof electronics
• Chevron Maxx tires
• 30+ mph

Stampede 4x4 Telluride

NiMH

NEW!

4-amp DC Fast Charger

Powered By Passion
The award-winning Stampede 4X4 comes out of the box ready to rumble. Stampede 4X4 is right at home in all-terrain 
conditions with a 4-wheel drive platform, plenty of ground clearance, and large wheels and tires. Stampede 4X4 is 
built rock-solid and Traxxas-tough for go anywhere fun. It’s curb jumping and car crushing done the Traxxas way, 
and that means plenty of dirt-roosting torque and tons of power on tap. Whether it’s the ease of the Titan 12-turn 
motor or wicked Velineon brushless power, Stampede 4X4 is up for any all-terrain challenge. Get out and explore 
with Telluride 4X4, Stampede 4X4’s cousin. Grab the throttle and hit the trails for all-day adventure fun. 

67086-1
$439.95

67054-1
$309.95

67044-1
$309.95

Copyright © 2015 Traxxas. 2P-67054-1-Stampede-RCD-141113*With 3S 4000mAh LiPo (#2849X) (sold separately) and included optional gearing.

• Extreme brushless horsepower
• Top speed of 60+ mph
• TQi 2.4GHz radio system

• Ready-To-Explore
• TQ 2.4GHz 2-Channel Radio
• Trail-tuned drivetrain and suspension



Replica tires
TQ™ 2.4GHz 

Radio System

Ford Motor Company Trademarks and Trade Dress used under license to Traxxas, Inc.

All other copyrights or trademarks are the property of their 
respective owners and are being used under license.

Ready-To-Race ®
Fully Assembled

Officially Licensed  Race Replica
Purpose-built by the Ford Specialty Vehicle Team for unprecedented all-terrain performance, the F-150 SVT Raptor is an off-road 

powerhouse that can go from the dealership to the desert as quickly as you can drive it off the lot. The Raptor’s 6.2L V8 pumps out 

411 horses to shred any terrain. Massive 35” tires grip the earth as the Raptor’s competition-bred Fox Racing shocks absorb off-road 

abuse. Fast, powerful, and tough, the Ford F-150 SVT Raptor is now available as a high-performance Ready-To-Race® model from 

Traxxas. Based on the award-winning Traxxas Slash, the Ford Raptor model features waterproof electronics for all-weather off-road 

adventure, rugged independent suspension with long-travel oil-filled shocks, and a powerful Titan 550 motor that delivers 30+mph 

top speeds. Rubber-sealed ball bearings, heavy-duty steel transmission gears, and high-strength materials assure your Raptor model 

is “Built Ford Tough” for exciting R/C performance run after run.

Titan 12T Motor and
XL-5 Waterproof ESC

Copyright © 2015 Traxxas. 58064-1-2P-Ford-RaptorBFGoodrich® Mud Terrain™ T/A® tires are trademarks of BFGoodrich® Tires

7-Cell Battery Pack and 
Free Charger Included

NiMH

NEW!

$269.95
MODEL 58064-1



Girls
Girls know fun when they see it 
and Traxxas is the place to find 
it! We captured some of that fun 
and excitement at the racetrack 
as girls of all ages took the wheel 
and got in on the action. 

When Courtney and Brittany 
Force aren’t racing down the track 
at speeds well over 300mph, you 
can find them racing their very 
own Traxxas vehicles in the pits. 
It’s affordable, fun, and not just for 
guys. Don’t just race like a girl, win 
like one, with Traxxas! 
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number: 199
home Town: Bakersfield, california
class(es) Raced: 
65cc stock, 7-9
65cc modified, 7-9
65cc open, 7-9 

Bike(s): Kawasaki Kx65
Favorite Traxxas Model: slash 4x4

number: 64
home Town: murrieta, california
class(es) Raced: mX2 in the FIm 
World championship mX Series

 
Bike(s): Kawasaki KX-250F 
Favorite Traxxas Model: Slash 4x4

Ryder DiFrancesco

Thomas Covington

Traxxas is  

supporting the  

next generation of  

two-wheel superstars.

Traxxas Athletes

Motocross
Image provided by motoplayground.com

Image provided by mxptv

Kawasaki Team Green
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THE WORLD’S FASTEST  
                    READY-TO-RACE® SUPERCAR

     Copyright © 2015 Traxxas.   1P- 6407-150302           iPhone and iPod touch are trademarks of Apple Inc.

Traxxas® is The Fastest Name in Radio Control.® For over 25 years, we have made it our mission to innovate. To lead. To find the next level of performance 

and capability. We are driven by a passion for speed and power, and now Traxxas has redefined the meaning of both. State-of-the-art technology. 

Cutting edge design. A total focus on quality and precision. All have been distilled into one vehicle that could only come from Traxxas. 0-60 in 2.3 

seconds. 0-100 in 4.92 seconds. Top speed over 100mph! Simply put, the XO-1 is the world’s fastest Ready-To-Race® radio controlled supercar.

Developed using advanced modeling techniques,  

the XO-1 employs stunning forms shaped by pure 

function to manage airflow with the same technology 

used on the most exotic road cars. Channels beneath 

the chassis direct airflow to the rear diffuser to pull  

the rear wheels firmly to the pavement. 

The Traxxas TQi paired with the Traxxas Link app is the 

most advanced, feature-rich, Ready-to-Race® radio 

system available. Now, TQi connects wirelessly to the 

latest Traxxas Link app for the ultimate in ease-of-use 

and control.  The Traxxas Link app can be used on 

iPod, iPad, iPod Touch, or Android device and can be 

downloaded at Google play or the App Store.

SUPERCAR 
AERODYNAMICS

0-60 IN  
2.3 SECONDS

0-100 IN  
4.9 SECONDS

2.4GHz Radio System with 
traxxas link wireless module

Traxxas partnered with Castle Creations to develop the 

Mamba Monster Extreme power system specifically for the 

unique power requirements of the XO-1.  The custom Traxxas 

Big Block brushless motor invites “cubic inches” to the party 

for massive acceleration and true supercar performance with 

the largest brushless motor ever offered in a  

Ready-To-Race model.

CASTLE  MAMBA MONSTER  
EXTREME BRUSHLESS  

POWER SYSTEM

MODEL 64077  
$699.95 
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Want to put your driving skills to the test? Make your own track. Maybe you enjoy flying, 
but it’s time to add a little more challenge. Sounds like a good time for an obstacle 
course. The biggest thing about a course of any kind is that you can customize it to your 
liking. The most important things are to use your imagination and, above all else, have 
fun. In the following pages you’ll see some ways to use your surroundings and available 
materials to amp up the fun factor with your LaTrax vehicle.

FUN WITH
TETON

SST
RALLY
ALIAS

MAKE YOUR OWN TRACK

WHERE TWO OR MORE LATRAX VEHICLES ARE 
GATHERED, A RACE IS SURE TO BREAK OUT.

SST embodies the spirit of its 

1:1 scale counterparts and 

brings the fun to everyone. 

With incredible ease of use, 

durability, and convenient 

size, the LaTrax lineup of 

vehicles make it possible for 

anyone to have fun virtually 

anywhere, on any budget.

BUILD      
A TRACK

The first two steps for building 

your SST track are (A) see how 

much space you have to play 

with, and (B) sketch your idea 

on paper. With a general layout 

in mind, we moved some dirt 

around to get the shape of our 

SST track; then we painted 2”x 2” 

boards for our borders. These can 

be secured to the track by using 

stakes or wedging them into the 

dirt.  Two metal ramps were built 

to mimic the full-size versions. 

For easier, budget-friendly ramps, 

a small piece of plywood and a 

brick are perfect. The finishing 

touch to the track was a scale 

catch fence made from chicken 

wire fencing with a Traxxas 

banner used across the top.

Tap into 
the close-
quarters, 
fender-
banging 
action with 
a course 
using a mix 
of dirt and 
pavement.

See the SST 
trucks in 
action on a 
scaled-down 
Stadium Super 
Truck track.



THE LOW STANCE AND FULL-TIME ALL-WHEEL DRIVE MAKE 
RALLY A GREAT CONTENDER FOR ANY ON-ROAD TRACK.
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Take the perfect line or drift your way through the turns. There’s a Rally course for you. Use chalk to draw it on 

your driveway or lay down a garden hose. For corner markers, you can use agility cones found at a sporting goods 

store. You can also make something a little more permanent and dedicated like the good folks at SB Hobbies did 

in Pearland, Texas. Check out their cool setup for LaTrax Rally-specific racing. With Rally’s size, your imagination has 

plenty of room to play.

MAKE YOUR OWN

AREA MAP

MATERIALS

PAINT

SAFETY

START LINE

RACE TIME

1

2

3

4

5

6

Drag racing isn’t just for the pavement. We set up a mini monster 

truck drag race using the DTS-1 Drag Timing System. For this 

course, we raked the dirt to even out the surface; then, we used 

rocks and sticks that we found lying around to make obstacles, 

jumps, and the center line. We used old logs for the borders 

of our dirt drag strip. The best part is that this course is super 

simple and fun.

Alright, you’ve been flying for a while and it’s time 

to make things a little more interesting. Spice 

up your aerial antics with new challenges or an 

obstacle course and put your skills to the test. Alias 

focuses on performance, but the first objective was 

durability. The unique molded-composite frame 

combined with clever high-tech construction make 

it extremely light and virtually indestructible.

Plain vanilla is pretty good, but sometimes it 

needs some chocolate syrup, peanut butter, and 

whipped cream. Maybe you like strawberries and 

bananas. Whatever ice cream and toppings you 

like, sometimes it’s nice to add a little variety 

to the norm. Grab your family and friends, 

build a course that meets your needs, use your 

imagination, and let the fun begin. 

Hone your skills and test your precision by 

adding a landing pad to your flight adventures. 

Think of it as a base to take-off from and land 

on. It can be as simple as a box or a piece of 

cardboard. Try using four bricks and land with 

each of the feet on a brick. 

CHALLENGES

Maybe you’re pretty confident with taking off and 

landing, but what about maneuvering? This could 

be as simple as going out, around a tree, and back 

as quickly as possible. Try setting up gates to fly 

through or around, or over and under. 

OBSTACLE COURSE

PUT YOUR SKILLS 
TO THE TEST

Watch the 
Teton obstacle 
course drag 
race action.

MONSTER TRUCKS ARE SYNONYMOUS 
WITH  JUMPS AND CAR CRUSHING

While you’re at it, feel free to share photos of your tracks and courses on our Facebook page at www.facebook.com/LaTraxRC.  
We’d like to see what you can create!. Have fun!



2wd

Short-CourseThe #1 Choice in

What Makes it Fun
• Authentic short-course looks and handling 

• Tons of accessories and custom parts available

• Traxxas durability keeps the fun going hour after hour

• Full body allows fender-banging action just like the full-
size trucks

• Rear wheel drive roosts dirt and power slides like a 900hp Pro-2 

For short course fun, more people 
choose Slash than any other. 

TRuCk OF THE yEAR
RC Car Action Magazine

BEST ELECTRIC SHORT COuRSE TRuCk
RC Driver Voice Your Choice Award

BEST ELECTRIC TRuCk
RC Car Action Magazine Readers’ Choice Award

PRODuCT OF THE yEAR
Model Retailer

Best Performing, Most Durable,  
Most Award-Winning Truck in Short-Course

The award-winning Traxxas Slash Short Course Race Truck puts you in the driver’s seat for intense fender-to-
fender, high-flying off-road action. The full-scale Short Course Race Trucks embody the spirit of Traxxas R/C with 
their extreme 900+ horsepower racing engines full-throttle, dirt-roosting power slides, giant suspension travel, 
and Supercross-style big-air jumps. The Traxxas Slash brings all the action home so you can experience the high-
speed head-to-head competition at the track or in your own backyard.

NiMH

NEW!

4-amp DC Fast Charger

*

58064-1
$269.95

58044-1
$269.95

58076-1
$384.95

58024
$209.95
Battery and charger available 

58034-2
$299.95

58034-1
$259.95

Copyright © 2015 Traxxas



MAXX 
TRUCK
LINEUP

A closer look at the Maxx truck family.

WELCOME TO THE FAMILY
Few names are as well-known and respected as those of the Maxx lineup of monster trucks. From the timeless 
T-Maxx Classic and stump-pulling E-Maxx to the ferocious power of the E-Maxx Brushless Edition and the pow-
erful T-Maxx 3.3, there’s nothing like a Maxx monster truck. Period. Nitro or electric, Maxx trucks pack tons of 
punch and incredible durability. It’s monster truck muscle done the Traxxas way. Turn the page to take a closer 
look at Traxxas Maxx trucks.
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T-MAXX 3.3
T-Maxx 3.3 is big, mean, and powerful. It’s the ultimate 4X4 nitro monster truck. The 
T-Maxx 3.3 takes nitro speed and performance to a whole new level with the extreme 
power of the TRX 3.3 Nitro Engine. Traxxas engineers beefed up the foundation by using 
an extended 4mm 6061-T6 aluminum chassis for more stable handling and bolted in 
the potent TRX 3.3 Racing Engine for all-out, in-your-face power. The thicker chassis 
and longer wheelbase help handle the massive power output of the TRX 3.3 engine. 
Combined with the wide-ratio two-speed forward-only transmission, this rig can tear a 
path across virtually any terrain.

•	 Length	21.213”
•	 Wheelbase	13.2”
•	 Front	Track	16.5”
•	 Rear	Track	16.5”
•	 Center	Ground	
 Clearance 4.2”
•	 Height	10.9”

VEHICLE SPECS

QUICK FEATURES
•	 TQi	2.4GHz	radio	system	

with Traxxas Link 
 Wireless Module
•	 Factory-installed	
 telemetry sensors
•	 TRX	3.3	Racing	Engine
•	 EZ-Start	push-button	

electric starting
•	 Resonator	Tuned Pipe
•	 Revo-spec	transmission
•	 45 MPH top speed and 

unrivaled nitro punch 
and acceleration

16.5in
13.2in

21.213in

10.9in

4.2in

MODEL 49077-1
$489.99

T-MAXX CLASSIC
T-Maxx is the truck that started it all, and it is the #1 selling monster truck of all time. It 
broke all the rules of convention and ushered in a new era for Traxxas and the R/C hobby. In 
doing so, T-Maxx proved what a monster truck can do, and set the stage for the Maxx trucks 
to come. It’s also nitro done the Traxxas way…powerful performance and easy to tune.  

Everything starts with the 3.2mm 6061-T6 aluminum chassis platform. A TRX 2.5 engine 
puts all the power through an automatic two-speed forward/reverse transmission and 
is capable of reaching 40+mph. A giant 37mm disc brake brings T-Maxx to a stop when 
needed. A total of 8 XX-long front and rear shocks keep everything stable and absorb all 
the bumps and jumps.

•	 Length	19.125”
•	 Wheelbase	12”
•	 Front	Track	16.5”
•	 Rear	Track	16.5”
•	 Center	Ground	
 Clearance 4”
•	 Height	10.4”

VEHICLE SPECS

QUICK FEATURES
•	 TRX	2.5	Racing	Engine
•	 EZ-Start	push-button	

electric starting
•	 8	adjustable	oil-filled	

Ultra Shocks
•	 Over	3	½	inches	of	
 suspension travel
•	 Automatic	two-
 speed shifting
•	 Forward	and	reverse

16.5in
12in

19.125in

10.4in

4in
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MODEL 49104-1
$409.99



The ultimate electric 4X4 Maxx monster, E-Maxx Brushless Edition,  is the fastest Maxx truck. Everything about it is big—overall 
size, wheelbase, wider stance, big tires, and brutal brushless power. The potent 2200Kv brushless motor receives power from 
the waterproof MXL-6s speed control. For all-out monster performance, the system can handle up to 6s LiPo power. Of course, 
that much power needs to get to the ground. Traxxas engineers designed the transmission and drivetrain to handle E-Maxx’s 
power hungry nature. A molded composite chassis provides the foundation for everything and the 8 oil-filled Ultra Shocks 
provide maximum handling. Unleash the E-Maxx Brushless Edition, and it’s capable of reaching 65+mph.

•	 Length	22.5”
•	 Wheelbase	13.2”
•	 Front	Track	16.5”
•	 Rear	Track	16.5”
•	 Center	Ground	
 Clearance 4”
•	 Height	9.5”

VEHICLE SPECS

QUICK FEATURES

E-MAXX BRUSHLESS

16.5in
13.2in

4in

22.5in

9.8in

•	 MXL-6s	waterproof	
 electronic speed control
•	 2200Kv	brushless	motor
•	 TQi	2.4GHz	
 radio system
•	 Traxxas	Link	
 Wireless Module
•	 Factory-installed	
 telemetry sensors
•	 Heavy-duty	
 brushless transmission
•	 Top speed is a blistering 

65+mph
•	 Wheelie bar (you’re 

going to need it!)

wrap up
With nearly 30 years of innovation and redefining boundaries, Traxxas knows a thing or two 
about monster trucks. As the saying goes, “Go big or go home,” and Traxxas definitely went 
big. It shows in the genetics of the Maxx family of trucks—size, tires, suspension, attitude, 
power. These trucks are all big, bold, and ready to tackle anything, right out of the gate. 
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MODEL 39087-1
$709.95

What could follow a ground-breaking nitro monster truck? Breaking more ground with a 
powerful electric monster truck. E-Maxx is the toughest electric 4X4 Maxx monster. Attention 
to performance resulted in a wider suspension, extended wheelbase, and rugged chassis 
design. The EVX-2 electronic speed control feeds the twin Titan 550 motors for dirt-roosting, 
stump-pulling torque and gives E-Maxx the ability to reach speeds of 30+mph. A full set of 
3.8” chrome split-spoke wheels are wrapped with classic Maxx® Chevron tires to complete 
the tough-truck appearance.

•	 Length	20.4”
•	 Wheelbase	13.2”
•	 Front	Track	16.4”
•	 Rear	Track	16.5”
•	 Center	Ground	
 Clearance 4”
•	 Height	9.8

VEHICLE SPECS

QUICK FEATURES
•	 Twin	Titan	550	
 fan-cooled motors
•	 EVX-2	16.8-volt	
 speed control
•	 Heavy-duty	brushless-

ready  transmission
•	 All-weather	ready	
 electronics
•	 Revo-spec	front,	rear,	
 and center driveshafts
•	 Quick	release	battery	

hold down straps

E-MAXX

16.5in
13.2in

4in

20.4in

9.8in

MODEL 39036-1
$459.99
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When you open the box to your new Spartan, you will find everything you need to get up and running, 

including your new TQi 2.4GHz transmitter, packets containing tools and the owner’s manual, and 

other needed equipment.  While your batteries are charging, take the time to read through the owner’s 

manual and familiarize yourself with your new boat.  The better you understand your boat, the easier 

it will be when you get to the water.  Once your batteries are charged and you are familiar with your 

Spartan, power on the boat and transmitter before you head to the water.  Ensure that the transmitter 

and receiver are properly bound; this is also a good opportunity to ensure that the throttle and steering 

are functioning properly.  Once everything checks out, it’s time to go hit the waves!

The name brings to 

mind such things as 

power, strength, and 

agility combined with an 

unyielding determination for 

excellence.  It’s a name to 

be respected.  as a title, it 

has been used to describe 

things that are well-

engineered and extremely 

powerful, and that makes 

it a fitting name for the 

world’s fastest ready-to-

race boat.  The Traxxas 

spartan has a straight-

forward design that packs 

brutal power to leave the 

competition in its wake, 

literally, and that’s straight 

out of the box!

If you’re looking for extreme power on 
the water, then look no further than 
the Traxxas Spartan (#5709L-1). As the 
Spartan screams across the surface at 
50+mph, it is accompanied by a massive 
roost of water that shoots up 20-feet into 
the air. The “L” in the model number 
means LiPo, and this top level Spartan 
comes ready to attack the water with two 
Power Cell 3-cell LiPo batteries, and a 
TQi 2.4GHz radio system.  Power is put to 
the water by way of the Traxxas VXL-6s 
Marine Brushless Power System, a potent 
combination that will feed the most 

insatiable, power-hungry enthusiasts.  
Often, the surface of the water is not 
perfectly smooth as wind and other 
factors whip up the waves. With Spartan, 
the water doesn’t need to be perfect. The 
Deep V hull is designed to slice through 
the waves, and the naturally low center 
of gravity provides confidence-inspiring 
stability. The rudder system has been 
optimized to keep you going straight, and 
can also handle carving full-throttle turns 
with ease.  Another nice feature of the 
Spartan is the ability to easily move the 
batteries fore and aft depending on your 

specifications and surface conditions.
Maybe you don’t feel the need to go 
50+mph on the water, and prefer things 
to be just the slightest bit tamer; you’re 
still in the right place!  The Traxxas 
Spartan (#57076-1) is still easily capable 
of meeting your expectations.  This model 
is equipped with the same brushless 
power system and TQi 2.4GHz radio 
system, but comes with two 7-cell Power 
Cell NiMH batteries.  This combo will 
have you going 30+mph with ease.

FiRsT GLAnce

OUT OF The BOX
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eAsY Access

To gain access to the inside of 
the Spartan, all that is required 
is to remove one body clip.  
The body clip is held by a 
rubber body-clip lanyard 
that is also attached to the 
easy-access hatch.  As you 
remove the access hatch, 
there is no sealing tape 
or foam; the Spartan has 
been designed with a 
unique drip rail system 
in the hull that channels 
any water away that may 
have washed over the 
hatch.  Traxxas engineers 
also went a step further 
by designing a removable 
power tray, which holds 
the motor, speed control, 
receiver, and servo, 
making the electronic and 
mechanical components 
incredibly accessible.  The 
removable power tray 
also makes cleaning the 
inside of the hull a quick 
and simple process.

somETImEs IT’s THE 
smaLL DETaILs THaT caN 
maKE a BIG DIFFErENcE

cOncLUsiOn

Whether you’ve grown up on, in, or around the water, or you prefer to stay on shore, 
the Traxxas Spartan will definitely meet and exceed your performance expectations.  
If you’ve never ventured to the marine side of the R/C hobby, then you are in for one 
high-powered, adrenaline-inducing adventure. One all-out, full throttle pass is all 
it takes to have you grinning, and coming back for more. Get ready to own the water 
with the Traxxas Spartan!

All the power in the world won’t do you any good unless 
you can get it to the water.  The Traxxas Spartan uses 
high-strength aluminum hardware for the rudder, rudder 
support and drive strut.  The aluminum hardware has been 
polished and anodized in a very cool blue. The Spartan also 
uses stainless-steel for the trim tabs and turn fins.  All the 
aluminum and steel looks cool, but it’s not just for show. 
This hardware allows for solid power delivery, stability 
at speed, and precise turning ability.  A flex cable and 
propeller have been designed specifically for the Spartan to 
get power smoothly and efficiently from the motor to the 
water.  The clamping-style collet not only centers the flex 
cable securely in line with the motors output shaft, but it 
also makes maintenance fast and easy. 

Want to 
add a little 
more fine-
tuning and 
adjustability to 
your Spartan?  
Traxxas offers 
blue trim 
tab adjusters 
(#5731) that 
could be just 
what you’re 
looking for. 

sTAYinG cOOL

Producing so much potent power also 
means producing heat.  The Spartan 
has been engineered to keep the motor 
and speed control cool so you can keep 
your cool!  The rudder is designed with 

a pickup that channels water up to the 
speed control as the boat moves through 
the water.  The water passes through the 
speed control and into the water cooling 
jacket that hugs the motor.  Once the 

water passes through the cooling jacket, 
it exits through a water outlet port in 
the side of the hull.  The movement of 
the boat keeps a constant flow of water 
circulating through the cooling system. 

The Spartan is backed by unrivaled customer and product 
support.  Traxxas stands behind their products, and 

strives to bring you the best support, whether it’s a 
troubleshooting question or you’re trying to find 

a part for a specific model.  Support is available toll-free 
between 8:30am -9pm central time at 1-888-TRAXXAS.  
You can also contact customer support by email anytime at 
support@traxxas.com

sUPPORT

The BUsiness end

GOinG FAsT

Rocketing across the water at 50+mph is exciting, 
but in order to keep the Spartan alive and well 
and ready for your next marine adrenaline rush, 
it’s best to perform some simple maintenance.  
Inspect your boat for any damage to the hull, 
trim tabs, rudder, etc., that may hinder the 
performance of your Spartan.  After each running 
session, be sure that the motor is dry, especially 
the bearings; then, apply a light coating of oil 
to the bearings.  Remove and thoroughly dry 
the drive cable.  Lubricate the cable with the 
marine grease included with your Spartan.  While 
the drive cable is removed, dry and lubricate 
the bushings in the drive strut and inspect the 
propeller for any signs of damage.  The slightest 
nick can hinder performance.  Once everything 
is good to go, reinstall the drive cable and secure 
it to the collet.  Make sure all the screws in the 
drivetrain are tightened.  Be sure to store the 
Spartan with the top hatch removed to allow any 
remaining moisture or condensation to evaporate. 

Don’t let the simplicity of the Spartan fool 
you; it’s got show, with a sleek design and 
your choice of red or blue graphics, but 
it also has plenty of go.  A lot of go!  To 
unleash the brutal power supplied by the 
two Power Cell 3-Cell LiPo batteries, the 
Spartan uses the Traxxas VXL-6s Marine 
Brushless Power System.  This combination 
has been specifically engineered for the 
Spartan.  The VXL-6s marine speed control 

sTAYinG in cOnTROL

THIs moTor PacKs a 
LoT morE THaN JUsT a 
PUNcH, aND LaUNcHEs 
THE sParTaN To 50+ mPH 
IN a HUrrY

MAinTenAnce

In order to pilot the Spartan with 

confidence, you’re going to need an 

extremely reliable radio system. Whether 

you’re making an all-out straight line pass 

or carving a figure eight in the water, the 

TQi 2.4GHz radio system will keep you in 

control.  The receiver box is housed on the 

Spartan’s radio tray, and has been designed 

with a seal to keep water out and keep your 

receiver dry.  The high-torque steering 

servo has also received the waterproofing 

treatment with a sturdy case and seal.  With 

a tried and true radio system and waterproof 

electronics, you can rest assured that you 

will remain safely in control.  Another 

feature that helps with controlling the 

Spartan are the integrated battery trays on 

the inside of the hull.  These battery trays 

help determine how the Spartan rides in the 

water. Move the batteries back in the hull 

to raise the nose of the boat. This reduces 

the wetted surface (drag) on the hull for 

maximum speed. This comes at a cost of 

stability and if you over do it on rough water, 

you could find yourself running on the 

ragged edge. Push the batteries forward to 

bring the nose down for rock solid stability. 

Want to take things a step further and keep 

a closer eye on some of the Spartan’s vitals?  

Add the TQi Traxxas Link module, part 

#6511, to your transmitter and download the 

Traxxas Link 

App to your 

iOS device.  

Install the 

necessary 

temperature and 

voltage sensors, and 

you can keep an eye on the 

temperature and battery voltage 

as you pilot your Spartan across 

the water. 

takes all the power supplied by the 
batteries and channels it to the Traxxas 
540XL brushless motor.  Designed to 
handle the combined 6s LiPo input from 
the speed control, this motor packs a lot 
more than just a punch, and launches 
the Spartan to 50+mph in a hurry!  The 
motor output shaft is coupled to a flex 

cable that has been engineered to handle 
the output of extreme 6s LiPo power. 
Attached to the end of the flex cable is a 
propeller constructed out of composite 
material designed to reduce weight (less 
weight means more speed), and provide 
the maximum amount of power and 
efficiency. 

LUBrIcaTE THE caBLE 
wITH THE marINE 
GrEasE INcLUDED



Except the

1/16 SCALE MODELS FEATURE:

Ball-Bearing 
    Transmission with 

Slipper Clutch
Sealed Waterproof 

Electronics
Traxxas Power Cell Battery 
2-Amp Peak Detecting Fast 

Charger Included!
Sealed Silicone-Filled 

Differentials

*

*

Titan 12T Brushed  
or vXL Brushless  

Power System

Experience all the capability, durability, and excitement of Traxxas’ award-winning 

models in 1/16 scale! Beneath their factory-finished bodies, you’ll find screaming 

Velineon® brushless-motor power, long-range TQ 2.4GHz radio system, 

and the convention-busting innovations pioneered by the E-Revo. 

Experience best-in-class speed and power with the unbeatable 

versatility of waterproof electronics. Full-time 4WD provides 

unstoppable traction and precision control for power-sliding action. 

Everything...      
Power!

We Scaled Down 

Copyright © 2015 Traxxas     1036-037 AD 1-16 Family*VXL Brushless models with additional 6-cell NiMH battery, series connector, and included optional gear. Additional battery and series connector sold separately. 

MODEL 72074-1 
$359.95 

BRuSHLESS 
MODEL 71074-1 

$329.95 

MODEL 70054-1
$209.95 

BRuSHED 
MODEL 71054-1 

$234.95 



What Makes it Fun
• Nothing else comes close to delivering the total, no-compromise 

performance and superior innovation found on Revo

• Vastly superior Revo® suspension design delivers the best driving 
experience for every extreme. 

• More suspension travel than any other monster truck allows Revo to 
do more and go deeper off-road

• The TRX 3.3 Racing Engine is brilliant in its smooth, linear, and yet 
utterly brutal power output. 

• Nitro two-speed with reverse and constant drive 
engagement

• Optidrive™ Electronic Transmission Control lets you back 
out of tight spots with the flick of a switch

• Factory-installed telemetry sensors provide real-time 
RpM, speed, engine temp, and voltage feedback

• Hard anodized, PTFE-coated GTR shocks

• 3D semi-monocoque aluminum chassis

Monster innovation, monster versatility, and supreme size come together in the one truck that 

could only come from Traxxas. Now more than ever, Revo 3.3 defines what it means to be the 

pinnacle of monster truck performance, the standard bearer for cutting- edge innovation and 

boundless capability that all others are measured against. The inboard suspension system 

delivers more bump-eating travel than any other monster, while protecting the 

shocks from debris and damage. The TRX® 3.3 engine pumps extreme power to 

scream past 45mph, with electric starting for instant action. Revo 3.3 is pure 

monster to its core, with its massive presence, mean gaze, and feature-rich 

capability. More importantly, Revo’s advanced engineering equips it for fun, and 

the new Revo 3.3 delivers even more of it!

UNDEFEATED!
BEST NITRO TRUCK

uNDEFEATED!
BEST NITRO TRuCk
RC Car Action Readers’ Choice Awards

12-yEARS

EZ-Start® Electric Starting

“With the Revo, the monster 
truck scene has hit a new 
technological peak.”
RC Car Action Magazine

† Prices vary by dealer and are subject to change.

Ready-To-Race ®

       Over $100 of Premium  
     Running Accessories
     Included!Included!

• EZ-Start battery and charger
• Receiver Battery and Charger
• Fuel bottle
• Extra glow plug and air filter
• Precision tool set

Traxxas Innovation

Copyright © 2015 Traxxas. 53097-2P-Revo33-Undefeated

TRX 3.3 Racing Engine
Best Nitro Engine

RC Car Action Readers’ Choice Awards

TQi™ 2.4GHz Radio System with Traxxas 
Link Wireless Module Installed

Connect wirelessly to the Traxxas Link Application.

MODEL 53097-1
$609.99



The natural course of technology is 

always advancing and moving forward. 

This includes Traxxas transmitters. The 

days of AM transmitters with long, 

extendable antennas and color-coded 

frequency crystals are fading into the 

past as transmitter technology improves. 

TQi functions on a 2.4GHz frequency for 

clear, consistent control without crystals 

to confuse or antennas to bend or snap. 

Even better, you don’t have to worry 

about someone else accidentally getting 

on the same frequency. Reliable long-

range communication between you and 

your vehicle is essential, especially when 

piloting your Slash around a track or 

breaking speed limits with the XO-1.

Flying cars have been experimented with, phone glasses are actually close to reality, and hover boards could potentially 

float from fiction to reality. Movie references aside (bonus points if you know the movie), technology has come a long 

way in the past three decades. As Traxxas vehicles have advanced in performance and durability, how you control them has 

also progressed. The link between you and your vehicle is vital; Traxxas met that need with the powerful TQi radio system. 

Traxxas then paired the TQi radio system with the Traxxas Link Wireless Module, putting technology in your hands to give you a 

superior driving experience. It just might have you saying, “Great, Scott!”

The Traxxas TQi transmitter features 

a 30-model memory; this means 

you can use one transmitter for up 

to 30 Traxxas vehicles. This happens 

automatically. You do not have to 

select which model to use. Just 

turn it on and drive. Remember the 

long, clumsy antenna mentioned 

previously? That’s been eliminated 

and replaced with an integrated 

internal antenna. This setup gives 

the transmitter a high-output signal 

to give you maximum range. You’re 

probably wondering, “How far will 

it go?” Well, can you still see the 

vehicle? With the TQi, you are likely to 

drive out of visual range before you 

run out of radio range. When you’re 

driving, the steering trim and throttle/

brake are smooth and consistent. 

The TQi transmitter also features 

two knobs. One is for fine-tuning 

steering endpoints and the other is 

a multi-function knob that can be 

programmed for whatever you want 

to adjust. A simple 2-button interface 

lets you select more advanced 

settings. Ergonomically, the TQi is 

designed to fit comfortably in your 

hand with all the controls literally at 

your fingertips for all-day fun.

How we Got Here

FeAtureS

Simple 2-Button Interface5-channel Micro receiver Multi-Function Knob
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Traxxas took a bold step forward with the Traxxas Link 

Wireless Module. Some Traxxas models feature factory 

installed telemetry sensors with the Module already 

installed in the transmitter and the module is also 

available as an upgrade for non-equipped 

(enabled) TQi radios when you install 

telemetry sensors in your model. 

The Wireless module is designed 

to be installed quickly and 

integrated into the back of the 

transmitter. The Traxxas Link 

Wireless Module enables the TQi 

transmitter to wirelessly connect via 

Bluetooth® to the Traxxas Link App, 

turning your Android or iOS device into a 

powerful tuning tool for your Traxxas model.

The Traxxas Link Wireless Module pairs with 

the Traxxas Link App on your Apple® iPad®, 

iPhone®, iPod touch®, or Android device to 

monitor and record real-time data from your 

vehicle. You also have increased tuning ability 

with more options and settings available. 

Because the module and app actively 

communicate, you or a friend can make on-

the-fly adjustments as needed. More braking 

power, steering adjustment, increased throttle 

response—it can all be done in seconds with 

the swipe of a finger. Once you have the 

settings where you want them, they can be 

saved for that specific model. If you have a 

friend making the adjustments, you will never 

have to set your TQi transmitter down. Just 

keep driving!

PART 6511

Telemetry is the ability to gather 
performance data from your vehicle 
remotely. When you download the 
Traxxas Link App and equip your Traxxas 
model with the required telemetry 
accessories and sensors, you gain 
real-time visibility to motor or engine 
RPM, temperature, speed, and battery 
voltage—right from the screen of your 
smartphone.

Several Traxxas models, including 
most Nitro vehicles equipped with the 
TRX® 3.3 racing engine, the XO-1 RC 
electric supercar, and the new Slash 4x4 
Ultimate 4WD short-course race truck, 
come factory-equipped with telemetry-
ready accessories. Traxxas also makes it 
easy to outfit other models for telemetry 
use. Locate your model at Traxxas.com 
and click “Telemetry” to see the sensors 
offered for your vehicle. Installation 
takes a matter of minutes. Telemetry-
ready accessories simply replace stock 
parts for fast and accurate sensor and 
magnet setup. 

trAxxAS LInK wIreLeSS ModuLe

wHAt IS teLeMetry?

trAxxAS LInK App

TQi Transmitter with  
Traxxas Link Wireless Module

TQi Receiver
Up to 3 Standard Sensors

GPS Speed 
Telemetry 

Module
Up to 6 Plug-and-Play Sensors

Traxxas Link App

tQi SySteM oVerVIew
Once the telemetry-ready accessories and sensors are installed, information can be 

viewed by selecting the dashboard from the Traxxas Link App’s home screen. The 

application automatically detects and recognizes the installed telemetry sensors 

for easy setup, and the Traxxas Link dashboard comes to life! All displayed data can 

be recorded and saved for easy play back later so you can share it with friends and 

other RC enthusiasts (and so you can keep your eyes on the vehicle as you drive!).  

Customizable 
dashboard  
When selected from the 
Traxxas Link home screen, 
you pick the dashboard 
configuration and gauge 
cluster or grid that works 
best for you!

CuStoMIzInG your trAxxAS LInK dASHBoArd

with each run, you can easily record 
and replay telemetry data for:
• Engine or motor temperature

• Speed

• Engine or motor RPM

• Battery voltage

All telemetry data for your model is 
displayed graphically on the Traxxas Link 
customizable dashboard through a set of 
gauges that are grouped to look like an 
actual analog gauge cluster. You can also 
switch to the grid view, which displays all 
of the measurements in all-digital square 
tables. Minimum, maximum, and average 
readings, gauge names and ranges, and 

the record/replay buttons are all accessible 
from the dashboard. 
    When you touch the dashboard display, 
the dashboard controls will appear. 
Selecting Dashboard allows you to change 
from analog gauges to the “grid-view” of 
digital gauges, the plus-sign icons allow 
you to add gauges to the dashboard, and 
the wrench icon gives you the accessibility 

to edit each gauge. With a few simple 
taps on the Dashboard screen, you can 
customize the display and edit each gauge 
to your preference for complete control of 
the operation and tuning of your Traxxas 
model with stunning visuals and absolute 
precision. 



It may be small, but don’t call it cute. The 1/16 E-Revo VXL has a convenient,  take-anywhere size that can bring big fun into 
small places.  It has an attitude bigger than itself with the power to back it up.  Monster power from the Velineon Brushless 
Power System gets the party moving, while waterproof electronics keep things going through any condition. The GTR shocks 

and Revo-inspired suspension deliver handling that’s as smooth as butter. With so many genuine Traxxas accessories available, 
it’s hard to leave E-Revo stock for long. Here’s our idea of a tricked out 1/16 E-Revo VXL.

GTR SHOCkS:
Hard anodized GTR Shocks, Extended Wheelbase Sus-
pension, and Aluminum Links and Pushrods help save 
weight, beef up the suspension, and increase handling.
#7145 – Spring, shock (GTR)
#7061X – GTR shocks, hard anodized
#7132R – Suspension arm set, rear, 
  (Extends wheelbase 10mm)
#7118X – Aluminum Push Rods
#7138X – Aluminum Toe Links
#7033X – Aluminum caps, pivot ball

ANODizED ALuMiNuM:  
It’s all about the details. Anodized Aluminum Lock Nuts and Hex 

Hubs finish out the high-performance look.  
#1747G – Green-anodized lock nuts
#1747R – Blue-anodized lock nuts
#7154X – Aluminum Hex Hubs

STAy GROuNDED:  
Staying connected to the ground is important. A wheelie bar and 
Response Pro Tires keep traction on lockdown.  

#7175 – Tires & wheels, assembled, glued

#7184 – Wheelie Bar

BLANk CANVAS:
A new, clear body is like a small, blank canvas. Add the 
Exo-Carbon High-Downforce Wing to keep the rear end 
planted and save a little weight.  

#7111 – Body, clear

#7111X - Body, ProGraphix

#7122G – High-Downforce Wing, Exo-carbon

LiGHT iT uP:
Don’t let the fun stop when the sun goes down.  

#7185 – LED light kit

HARNESS THE SPEED:
Combine battery voltage to unleash 50+mph speeds. 

#3063 – Series Y-harness

EFFiCiENT POWER TRANSFER:  
More efficient transfer of power equals more speed and less 
stress on parts. A Center Differential balances the power to 
front and rear, while the Steel Constant-Velocity Driveshafts 
reduce rotating mass. 
#7014 – Center differential
#7151X – Steel Constant-Velocity Driveshafts
#7250R – Steel Constant-Velocity Center Driveshafts

kEEPiNG COOL:  
Going fast and staying cool are both part of the perfor-
mance game. For more speed, swap the stock pinion for 
the 31-T pinion. Add a heat sink to control the temperature 
of the power system.
#2431 – Gear, 31-T Pinion
#3374 – HeatSink, Velineon 380

TELEMETRy:  
Telemetry Sensors help keep an eye on 1/16 E-Revo’s vitals. 
Speed, temperature, and voltage can all be easily monitored.  
#6522 – Sensor, RPM
#6523 – Sensor, temperature and voltage
#6538 – Telemetry trigger magnet holder

PROJECT Model

Model #71074-1    1/16th E-Revo VXL     $329.95
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Bandit
THE TRAXXAS BANDIT IS DESIGNED FOR ALL-OUT FUN, but what if you feel the need for 
more power or want to personalize your Bandit for a sleek new look? Only the best parts and accessories will 
do. Make the step up to brutal Velineon brushless power. Add strength and style with anodized aluminum 
accessories. Stay in control with the advanced TQi radio system. Whatever you want to do, Traxxas has you 
covered. Let’s look at what it takes to get Bandit from mild to wild!

3 SHOCK THERAPY 
GTR shocks are the ultimate suspension 
upgrade. They were designed for Revo 
with proven durability and performance. 
They can handle virtually anything. Jumps, 
bumps, cracks in the road – bring ‘em on.

#7461X – GTR shocks, long

#7444 – spring, GTR, long

#7462X – GTR shocks, xx-long 

#7446 – spring, GTR, xx-long

4 ELIMINATE RESISTANCE 
Gone are bushings in favor of bearings. This 
means increased efficiency and a smoother 
ride. A full set of wheel bearings will have 
you thinking, “Freedom!” 

#5114 – 5x8x2.5mm Ball bearings

5 PARTY IN THE BACK 
Out back, Bandit received a wheelie  
bar--and for good reason. With the Velineon 
power and the Anaconda’s adding traction, 
Bandit easily lifts the front end. The 
wheelie bar keeps Bandit from going back 
on its lid. 

#3678  – Wheelie bar, black

project model 6 ALL FOR ALUMINUM 
Aluminum suspension and steering 
components add strength and style. 
Besides, who doesn’t like a little aluminum 
shine? Larger than stock 5x11x4mm ball 
bearings are included with the aluminum 
parts.

Also available in red and blue.

#3636G  –Green-anodized Aluminum 
                 caster Blocks

#3632G – Green-anodized Aluminum  
                  steering Blocks

#3652G  – Green-anodized Aluminum 
                  stub Axle carriers

8 TOPPING IT OFF 
As a final touch, Bandit got a fresh body 
update. A custom ProGraphix body painted a 
vibrant green sets it apart from the crowd. 

#2417X – Bandit VXL ProGraphix
                custom Body

7 TAKING CONTROL 
For precise, confident control with more 
adjustability and tuning options, we 
upgraded to the TQi radio system. The 
addition of the Telemetry Expander and 
telemetry sensors allows us to monitor 
and review the Bandit’s vitals using the 
Traxxas Link App.

#6507X – TQi radio system

#6550 – Telemetry expander

#6551 – Telemetry GPs Module

#6554 – Mount, telemetry expander

#6525 – communication link, 
               telemetry expander

#6526 – sensor, auto-detectable,      
               temperature

#6527 – sensor, auto-detectable, voltage

1 MORE POWER 
To achieve warp speed, we installed the 
Velineon brushless power system. The 
Velineon system is capable of handling up to 
3S LiPo power for 70+mph speed. It provides 
reliable performance and smooth, efficient 
power delivery. We added a cooling fan to the 
ESC to keep it nice and cool. 

#3350R  – Velineon Brushless                                  
Power system

#3340  –   Velineon VXL-3s cooling Fan

2 GETTING A GRIP 
Since Bandit will be blasting across the 
pavement with greater power, we opted 
for a set of Anaconda tires. They add an 
aggressive, high-performance look and 
have the traction to back it up.

#2479R – Anaconda Tires with  
                 Tracer 2.2” chrome  
                 Wheels (glued) (front)

#2478R – Anaconda Tires with 
                 Tracer 2.2” chrome   
                 Wheels (glued) (rear)

Check Traxxas.com for affordable Power 
Up! offers.
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*50+mph with two 3S LiPo batteries; top speed with NiMH Power Cell batteries is 30+mph. 
** TQi Traxxas Link Wireless Module not included, sold separately. Traxxas Link is available on the App Store.

Waterproof!

It’s the kind of boat you would expect from Traxxas: Extreme brushless power, ballistic speed, and a huge waterfall of roost that 

rains down long after the boat speeds by. The howling fury of 50+ mph across the water on optional LiPo power will make even 

the most insatiable, power-hungry enthusiast jump up and take notice. Everything about Spartan means business: the super-rigid, 

36-inch deep-V hull; smooth, cable drive efficiency;  innovative water cooling system; and precision aluminum and stainless steel 

drive controls. The clean, modern hull design is built up in layers for maximum rigidity where it matters most: the transom and ride 

pad. The integrated battery trays securely hold a variety of battery configurations—from the included 7-cell Power Cell NiMH packs 

to 3S LiPos. Ride trim is easily adjusted by positioning the packs fore and aft using the convenient hook and loop straps that secure 

the batteries. The optimized rudder configuration carves amazing full-throttle turns. No detail was overlooked in our mission to 

engineer a boat that offers the power, speed, convenience, and fun that Traxxas’ award-winning cars and trucks are known for. 

Prepare yourself for the ultimate R/C boating power trip, only from Traxxas.

Extreme brushless horsepower delivers the muscle you want with the reliability you expect from 
Traxxas. Engineered by Castle, the leader in high-power brushless performance, the on-board 
low-voltage detection helps you maintain your batteries. The rebuildable, sensorless 540XL 
motor is designed for high-RPM performance and reliability with ultra high-temperature sintered 
Neodymium magnets, a precision-balanced rotor, and efficient, high-speed ball bearings. 
Cooling water is routed through the innovative speed control case and then into a unique sealed 
motor jacket that allows cooling water to flow directly against the motor for maximum possible 
heat transfer. The Spartan keeps its cool, run after run, for trouble-free all-day fun.

The Traxxas Blast™ is designed to be fast, reliable, and easy 
to drive. It’s one hot performer with its powerful 20-turn 
Stinger™ motor, efficient shaft drive, and the exclusive 
Nautica™  waterproof electronic speed control. Nautica’s 
digital circuitry provides fully proportional throttle control 
and long run times. The steerable outdrive, deep-V stability, 
and surface-piercing prop work together to keep the Blast 
on a solid course in rough water. You can even adjust the 
trim angle of the outdrive for the perfect ride. The Blast’s 
colorful decals and simple operation get you out on the 
water and having fun fast!

Ready-To-Race

Extreme Performance, Powered By Castle™

$169.99

The World's
Ready-to-race ® boat
fastest

*All Out

6S Lipo
   Compatible

Water Cooled

Aluminum Hardware
Removable  

Electronics ModuleTQi 2.4GHz Radio System
The all-new Traxxas® TQi™ radio system arrives 
with a full complement of tuning features, 
long-range 2.4GHz signal, and proven Traxxas 
reliability. The transmitter can be equipped 
with the optional TQi Traxxas Link Wireless 
Module to rutn your iPhone, iPad, iPod touch, 
or Android device into a powerful tuning tool 
for your Traxxas model. The Traxxas Link™ 
App delivers an intuitive, high-definition user 
interface that optimizes your radio system for 
ultimate vehicle control.**

The rudder, rudder support, and drive 
strut are all extruded from rugged 
6000-series aluminum alloy for flex-fighting 
performance. The parts are then anodized 
vivid blue. The rudder incorporates a pickup 
for the water-cooling system and uses brass 
bushings for smooth steering action.

A signature feature of the Spartan is its unique 
electronics module. The VXL-6s speed control, 
waterproof receiver box, and powerful 2056 
high-torque servo are all bolted securely to 
the tray. Detach the steering linkage and flex 
cable, then loosen just two screws to release 
the Spartan’s electronics.

Copyright © 2015 Traxxas.     2P-Spartan-Blast-TRX-130614

$569.95

Model #5709L-1 
with two 3S Power Cell  LiPo 
battery packs and chargers

Model #38104-1

$469.95

Model #57076-1
with two 7-cell Power Cell  

NiMH battery packs and a 4-amp 
Peak  Detecting Fast Charger

NiMH

NEW!

4-amp DC Fast Charger



Nitro Slash
THE ENGINEERS AT TRAXXAS DON’T DO ANYTHING HALFWAY; case in point, the Nitro 
Slash. Unwilling to settle for mediocre, Nitro Slash was given an all-new 6061-T6 aluminum platform, and then 
received the potent horsepower of the TRX 3.3 Racing Engine. Just in name alone, the Nitro Slash carries a 
legacy of durability and performance. It is the definition of rock-solid reliability. Here are some options to help 
squeeze out a little more performance from your Nitro Slash and set it apart from the crowd.

3 TELEMETRY
Paired with the Traxxas Link App, telemetry 
can give you insight as to how your 
vehicle is running. Collect data, fine tune 
adjustments, and see just how fast your 
vehicle is really going. Telemetry takes your 
driving experience to another level. 

#6507X – 4-channel Radio system with 
Traxxas Link Wireless Module 

#6550 – Telemetry expander

#6551 – GPs speed module

#6527 – Voltage sensor

#6526 – Temperature sensor

#6520 – RPM sensor

#6521 – Temperature and voltage sensor

4 ANODIZED ALUMINUM 
Blue-anodized aluminum lock nuts are all 
about attention to the little details

#1747R – Blue-anodized aluminum 4mm 
flanged, serrated lock nuts

5 ALUMINUM TREATMENT 
Everybody likes aluminum, us included. Our 
Nitro Slash received the aluminum treatment 
to help beef up key points in the suspension 
and add to the overall appearance.

#1952A  – 6061-T6 Aluminum stub Axle 
carriers (Red-anodized) 

#2798X  – Aluminum Rear suspension 
arm mounts 

#3632X  – caster blocks, 30-degree, 
Red-anodized 6061-T6 
aluminum 

#3636X  – Red-anodized aluminum 
steering blocks 

PROJECT MODEL

7 PRECISION STEERING 
Precision aluminum steering bellcranks 
include ball bearings to keep steering 
control clean and crisp. 

#3743X  – Aluminum steering 
bellcranks, Red-anodized

6 RED TURNBUCKLES 
Aluminum turnbuckles save weight and add 
strength. Red-anodizing looks good on the 
Nitro Slash.

#3139X – Turnbuckles, aluminum 
 (Red-anodized) 

#3741X – Aluminum Turnbuckles 
 (Red-anodized)

8 EFFICIENT POWER 
Steel constant velocity shafts beef up the 
drivetrain. Less rotating mass also means 
more efficient use of power. 

#6852R  – Traxxas steel constant 
Velocity shafts, rear

1 RESONATOR 
The TRX 3.3 Racing Engine already 
screams, but we installed the optional 
Resonator Tuned Pipe. The new pipe helps 
Nitro Slash exhale more easily. The chrome 
finish looks cool, too. 

#5485 – Resonator Tuned pipe, dual-
chamber, R.O.A.R. legal 

2 BIG BORE SHOCKS 
To increase the bump and jump control, 
we added a full set of Big Bore Aluminum 
Shocks. Silky smooth suspension travel 
and rugged durability are always a plus. 

#5862 – Big Bore Aluminum shock set 
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* With included optional pinion gear.

MODEL 24054-1 - $209 .95

THE FUN  
STARTS HERE!

The best-selling Rustler is a proven favorite with a formula for rugged fun that nothing else can touch. 
Knock-out graphics and bold mirror-chrome wheels provide head-turning good looks. Traxxas’ exclusive 
waterproof electronics deliver all-season R/C excitement, even in rain and mud! It blows the doors off 
the competition with more power, smoother control, better grip, and higher performance that 
makes it the fastest Ready-To-Race® electric stadium truck in its class. 

*

The most Value

parts and accessories

The best selling ready-to-race truck

Every Traxxas model is packed with class-leading versatility and value. The Rustler, Bandit, and Stampede each include 
a high-quality 7-cell Power Cell battery with iD and a 4-Amp DC fast charger. The Magnum 272 transmission is fully 
equipped with metal gears and rubber-sealed ball bearings for maximum strength and efficiency. And with waterproof 
electronics, yourR/C adventure doesn’t slow down for rain, mud, or snow. Only Traxxas offers true Ready-To-Race® 
waterproof security.  

Traxxas models are supported by more hobby stores than any other brand. From replacement parts to aluminum 
upgrades, everything you need to maintain, upgrade, and personalize your Rustler, Bandit, and Stampede is as close 
as your favorite hobby store. Down the road, Traxxas 
owners can Power Up™ to 70mph Velineon® brushless 
systems and 2.4GHz radio systems at discounts up to  
half off the retail price. It’s a Traxxas exclusive!

MODEL 36054-1 - $239 .95

$234 .95†

MODEL 37054-1

TQ™ 2.4GHz Radio SystemTorque-Control™ Slipper Clutch
Revo®-spec

Patent #7,534,170

XL-5™ Waterproof Electronic Speed Control
Patented Training Mode™ limits full throttle power output to 50% 
making it easy for young or new drivers to control. When you’re 
ready, simply change profiles to unleash full-throttle action.

Waterproof 
          Electronics 

Titan®12T Modified Motor 
Fan-cooled, 550 size

Copyright © 2015 Traxxas
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WHAT’S YOUR ?

Pick a color, any color. The combination doesn’t matter. 
Think of this as a tie-dyed Alias. You can pick a theme, 
or just start adding colors and see what happens. Here’s 
one way the color combinations could work out. 

#6623A – Main Frame (white)
#6624 – Main Frame (black)
#6629 – Rotor Blade set (blue)
#6628 – Rotor Blade set (red)
#6630 – Rotor Blade set (orange)
#6631 – Rotor Blade set (green)
#6611 – Canopy (red)
#6651 – LED Lens (red)
#6653 – LED Lens (orange)
#6652 – LED Lens (blue)
#6654 – LED Lens (green)

AIR PATROL

INTRODUCTION

SIMON SAYS

When it comes to fitting your personality, Alias is the chameleon of quad-rotor helicopters. There are literally millions of accessory 
combinations that allow your Alias to be truly one-of-a-kind. Stealth mode or high-visibility, holiday or patriotic themes—a new look 
is just a few minutes away. It may be cliché, but the sky really is the limit. Tap into your imagination vault and get creative. 

Be sure to share you colorful or themed Alias photos on Facebook.

Stealth mode was painted using black spray paint and 
trimmed with carbon fiber vinyl. 

See and be seen when high-visibility is a priority. 
Keep track of your Alias as you flip and roll across 

the skies, day or night. 

#6623A – Main Frame (white)
#6624A – Main Frame (white)

#6615 – Canopy (white)
#6627 – Rotor Blade Set (white)
#6626 – Rotor Blade Set (black)

#6650 – LED Lens (clear)

STORM TROOPER

Keep the peace (and look good doing it) as you patrol the skies. Chase 
down rogue Aliases and keep the airspace clear for fun and excitement. 
Aerodynamic and fast, Alias is perfect for high speed aerial pursuits.

#6623 – Main Frame (black)
#6624 – Main Frame, lower 
(black)
#6628 – Rotor Blade Set (red)
#6629 – Rotor Blade Set (blue)
#6615 – Canopy (white)

#6651 – LED Lens (red)
#6652 – LED Lens (blue)
#6627 – Rotor Blade Set (white)
#6650 – LED Lens (clear)
#6655 – LED Lightbar

STEALTH MODE
Blacked-out and recon-ready, now you can fly behind enemy lines or use the optional 
Alias Camera. While it’s not likely that Alias will be flying in enemy airspace, we really 
like the all-black stealth appearance. This Alias means business. It’s stealthy fun with 
a new perspective on the world around you. 

#6623 – Main Frame (black)
#6624 – Main Frame, lower (black)
#6626 – Rotor Blade Set (black)

#6650 – LED Lens, clear
#6660 – Alias Camera



Number-One in Speed and Performance
Traxxas sets the standard for speed in Ready-To-Race® RC cars and trucks. Our models range in 
speed from 30mph to over 100mph. And yes, that’s actual miles per hour, not “scale speed”! 

“Real Car” Technology
All Traxxas models feature functional oil-filled shock absorbers, gear differentials, 

bearings, and independent suspension. Our nitro models are powered by fuel-burning 
2-stroke engines with electric, push-button starting. 

Fully Repairable with Easily Replaceable Parts
Should you ever break or wear out a part of your Traxxas car or truck, inexpensive replacements are as close as your 
local hobby shop. Traxxas models are designed for years of fun, not just an hour or two. You can easily repair your 
model yourself, or get help from the shop.

Customizable and Upgradable with Optional Parts
Just like a full-size hot-rodder, you can trick out your Traxxas model with a wide variety of accessories. Add style points 
with chrome rims and proGraphix® bodies, boost performance with a Velineon® brushless power system, increase durability 
with aluminum suspension parts—there’s no limit to the ways you can customize and personalize your machine. 

Hobby Store, Telephone, and E-mail Customer Support
Traxxas models are sold in hobby stores, where experienced pros can help you choose the right model, 
answer your questions, and help you get the most performance from your model. If a visit to the shop isn’t 
convenient, Traxxas customer support is available via telephone until 9pm central time, Monday through Friday. You 
can also get tech help online anytime at Traxxas.com. Nobody works harder than Traxxas to be accessible to you.

TRAXXAS.com  9392  888.TRAXXAS

All Traxxas models are sold Ready-To-Race.® This means all the assembly is complete, the body  
has been painted, and the tires are glued to the wheels. Traxxas models include premium running  
accessories required for each model. Electric models come with Power Cell battery packs, and most even 
include	a	peak	detecting	fast	charger.	Nitro-powered	models	have	a	battery	and	fast	charger	(for	the	EZ-
Start electric starting system),  fuel dispensing bottle, 

and an extra glow plug and air filter. All that’s left for you to buy are 
AA alkaline batteries for the transmitter. If you have a nitro-powered 
model, you’ll also need fuel (available where Traxxas models 
are sold). You’ll be ready for high-performance driving fun 
in minutes, not hours or days. In addition to convenience, 
factory assembly means you know your model is built right 
and is ready to perform at its best. To make sure you know your 
new Traxxas vehicle inside and out, Traxxas creates the most 
comprehensive instruction manuals in the business. 

Forget any experience you’ve had with “toy grade” 
RC vehicles; they don’t even come close to the power and performance of 
hobby-grade RC vehicles like the best-selling models offered by Traxxas. Here’s 
why Traxxas models are the ultimate RC experience:

THE “RADIO” IN  
RADIO CONTROL

T
he transmitter is the “radio” in “radio 

control.” The Traxxas TQ™ transmitter has 

a comfortable pistol-grip design, uses a 

trigger to control the vehicle’s speed, and a wheel 

to steer it. All Traxxas models have proportional 

control; this means the steering and throttle re-

spond in proportion to the amount that you move 

the trigger or steering wheel. This lets you make a 

gentle turn, a sharp turn, or anything in between 

depending on how sharply you turn the steering 

wheel. The throttle works the same way; squeeze 

it just a little to move slowly or pull it back all the 

way for full-throttle fun. Traxxas radio systems 

deliver powerful, long range control that allows 

you explore vast areas of driving excitement. 2.4 

GHz radios find and select a clear radio channel 

automatically, so there’s never any frequency 

conflict or interference. Just turn on the switch 

and drive!

BATTERY POWER OR NITRO POWER?

T
raxxas models are offered with both electric and nitro (engine) power systems. Electric 

cars are powered by an electric motor and an on-board battery pack. The benefits of  

electric power include clean, quiet operation and are virtually maintenance free. A nitro-

powered car is equipped with a fuel-burning, 2-stroke engine. Nitro cars are almost as fast 

as electric cars, but they require more maintenance and cost a little more than electrics. All Traxxas 

nitro cars feature our EZ-Start® system, which starts the engine quickly and simply with the press of 

a single button. No other starting system is easier or safer.
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exclusive training Mode
Only Traxxas offers Training Mode, which limits speed to 50% so 
new drivers can hone their driving skills more easily. When they’re 
ready, Training Mode can be switched off for full-throttle fun.

What kind of fuel  
do nitro rc cars use?
“Nitro” cars get their name from the type of fuel they use: a 
combination of alcohol, nitromethane, and oil. In addition to 

powering the engine, the fuel is also the engine’s  
lubricant—that’s why it contains 
oil. Although sometimes referred 

to as “gas” cars, gasoline  
should NEVER be used in a nitro 
engine.

For best performance and engine 
life, use traxxas top Fuel Power Plus. Battery and Charger are included! R
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Starting  
Made Simple
Traxxas engines are the easiest to 
start because they feature EZ-
Start electric starting. Insert the 
handheld starter unit into the 
starter jack and press the 
button; an on-board motor 
cranks the engine to 
life in seconds.

RC cars use specialized rechargeable  
battery packs. the important things to consider  
in a battery are its voltage and capacity. Sounds  
high-tech, but it’s simple:

VOLTAGe: The more voltage a 
battery has, the faster your car 
will go. The most popular batteries 
use 6 cells and have 7.2 volts. To 
increase voltage, you can select a 
battery with more cells, such as a 
7-cell pack, which has 8.4 volts. 
Traxxas electric cars and trucks 
include power Cell 8.4 volt batteries for 
maximum speed and performance.

cAPAciTY: This refers to the amount of 
energy the pack can store—more capacity 
means longer run time. Capacity is  
measured in milliamp-hours (mAh); the 
greater the mAh, the longer your 
model will run. Traxxas includes 
high-quality NiMH batteries with all 
electric models, and offers accessory 
batteries for premium performance. 
You can choose high-capacity Series 
3 packs or extra-high capacity Series 
4 batteries for the longest  
possible run times and peak performance.

chARGeRs  
FOR RC BATTERIES
Most Traxxas models with batteries include  
a DC fast charger. For even faster charging, you can upgrade to a 
“peak charger,” such as the Traxxas EZ-peak plus 4-amp NiMH/
Lipo Fast Charger with iD Auto Battery Identification (part #2970, 
available from your hobby dealer). Don’t settle for a “timed” or 
“mechanical” charger. The DC  fast charger and EZ-peak plus will 
detect when the battery has reached 
maximum capacity, and  
automatically stop charging. 
This gives you the  
maximum amount of 
power and runtime.

the 6-cell battery 
(left) puts out 7.2 
volts; the 7-cell 
pack adds one 
more cell for a 
total of 8.4 volts.  

6-cell
7.2 volts  

7-cell
8.4 volts  

Battery capacity 
determines run 
time; the greater the 
capacity, the longer 
your model will run. 
the larger the number, 
the higher the capacity. 

See PG. 94 FoR MoRe inFo on CHaRGeRS and BatteRieS

Understanding  
Rc Batteries  
and chargers

Traxxas is Ready-To-Race®

Steering 
Trim

Throttle 
Trigger

Steering Wheel

Power 
Switch Battery Compartment

Set ButtonRed/Green 
Status LED

RC BASICS
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Powered by
FRoM ToP:  

3-Cell 5000mAh, 
2-Cell 7600mAh

• Soft, silicone insulation
• Flexible multi-strand 

construction 
• High-efficiency 12-gauge 

wire for free-flowing current

MAXX ® cable

• Unique construction method
• Firm, rugged, and compact pack
• Greater capacity in a given size,  

unlike a hard-cased pack
• Any change in the pack  

due to damage or abuse is  
easily visible

semi-Rigid design

Oversized Tabs
• Larger surface area  

maximizes pack 
performance

• Extra-wide discharge tabs 
ensure minimum resistance

• Wider tabs deliver more 
power and capacity  on  
every run

• Double-thick battery tabs strengthen 
the pack and decrease resistance

• Quad-welded construction

• Thick ‘shotgun tube’ 
and heavy-duty 
end caps protect 
the cells

heavy-duty construction

• Premium-quality cells selected 
specifically for Traxxas models

• Low internal resistance 
delivers powerful ‘punch’

• High capacity for long run times

Premium-Quality cells

Chemistry
Nickel-Metal Hydride (NiMH) batteries are the durable workhorse batteries of RC. Inexpensive and simple 
to charge, they endure a lot of punishment and come back for more. Lithium polymer (Lipo) batteries offer 
the benefits of higher voltage, higher current output, and greater capacity, but they require more care to 
prevent over-discharging, and you must use special chargers made specifically for charging Lipo cells. The 
reward for the little extra attention is more speed and more run time.

Myth: liPo batteries are difficult to maintain.

Truth: traxxas models are factory equipped for low Voltage detection to 
prevent over discharging of liPo batteries. the traxxas eZ-Peak Plus is a 
simple to use charger that offers fast, high-output charging and cell-
balancing for liPo batteries.

CapaCity
Capacity is measured in milliamp hours (mAh). Think of it as the size of the battery fuel 
tank. The bigger the fuel tank (higher mAh rating), the longer the model will run.

Myth: Higher capacity batteries will make my model faster.

Truth: For most drivers, a higher capacity battery does not mean your model will be faster. 
in some cases, acceleration can actually decrease due to the extra weight of the higher 
capacity battery.

2s and 3s
Just like NiMH battery packs, typical Lipo battery packs are made of individual cells that are wired together 
in either series (to increase voltage) or parallel (to increase capacity). A pack with 2 cells is a 2S battery, and 
a pack with 3 cells is a 3S battery. A 2S battery has 7.4 volts, and a 3S battery has 11.1 volts. If your vehicle or 
speed control is rated for “6S” and has two battery plugs (such as the E-Revo Brushless Edition), you can plug 
two 3S packs into it for a total of 6S (11.1 volts x 2). Two 2S packs would be 4S (7.4 volts X 2).

Myth: Balancing cell voltage is not that critical.

Truth: Balancing cell voltage is very important since most low Voltage 
detection is done as an average of the total battery pack. if one cell of a 
multi-cell pack is not fully charged, it may become over discharged (and 
damaged) before low Voltage detection kicks in. the traxxas eZ-Peak 
Plus has a very precise balancing circuit to prevent this from happening.

C-rating
C is short for capacity. The load a battery can sustain is indicated as a multiple of capacity. For example, a load of 1C 
for a 7600mAh battery is 7600 milliamps or 7.6 amps. A 2C load would be double the capacity; 15.2 amps (7.6 x 2 = 
15.2). All Traxxas Lipo batteries are rated for 25C. For our example of a 7600mAh pack, that would be 7.6 x 25 = 190 
amps. How much amperage can be used to charge a battery may also be indicated as a “C” value. All Traxxas power Cell 
Lipo batteries have a recommended charge rate of 1C and a maximum charge rate of 2C. For maximum performance 
and longevity, charge at 1C whenever possible. For example, a 1C charge rate for the 7600mAh power Cell Lipo would 
be 7.6 amps. A 2C charge rate for the same battery would be 15.2.  
an important note about C-rating: Each battery manufacturer has their own formula and methodology for 
determining the C-rating they assign to their Lipo batteries. For example, a Traxxas 25C battery evaluated using 
another brand’s method of calculating C-rating might demonstrate a 50C rating. For this reason, you should not 
compare batteries from different manufacturers by their C-ratings alone. 

Myth: Higher C-ratings will make my model faster.

Truth: Most drivers will not see more speed from just the C-rating 
alone, especially if the other features of the pack are built to 
average standards to keep the packs advertised as high C-rate 
packs from costing too much. the best performance and speed 
comes from optimizing the chemistry, construction, and C-rating 
for the intended use. traxxas engineers have the equipment and 
expertise to build the ultimate recipes for performance using all 
the ingredients. traxxas 25C batteries are known to outperform 
competitor’s supposed “performance” battery packs with higher 
advertised specifications.

Traxxas certified for power, performance, reliability, and speed.

High-Current Connector TOTAL POWeR TRAnsFeR

Gold Plated teRMinalS
Low Resistance For  
High-Current Flow

inteGRated BalanCe leadS

SPRinG-loaded teRMinalS
For Consistent Contact

Patent: traxxas.com/pat

Adapters Waste Power! Connect-all systems pinch off power like a 

kinked garden hose. Get the most from your battery with a Traxxas High 

Current Connector. It actually has less resistance than an equal length of 

wire, so you get pure power transfer for maximum speed, punch, and runtime.

• Gold-plated copper terminals deliver 
maximum efficiency

• Large contact area for  lasting performance

• Easy-to-grip housing prevents wire strain and 
conceals the solder joints 

TRAXXAS HiGH CuRREnT 
ConnECToR

No Resistance For 
High-Current Flow

uniVERSAL ADAPTER
Increased Resistance 

Creates Heat and 
Robs Power

BATTeRies
LiPO

Built for the way you really play, you 
need a battery that fits right, is 
durable, gives you maximum 
charge cycles, has the best 
capacity, has the strongest output, 

and has advanced construction and chemistry 
to deliver more voltage when you need it 
the most.  Traxxas builds the world’s fastest 
Ready-To-Race® radio controlled models, 
and our reputation for speed is on the line 
every time you pull the trigger. Traxxas 
Power-Cell batteries are 100% Traxxas 
certified to deliver all the speed Traxxas 
engineers built into your model. And they 
are backed by the best support from Traxxas, 
including the Lifetime Battery Replacement Plan.
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BAtteRIeS & ChARgeRS

Hard-Wired Leads

Oversized
Discharge Tabs

12-Gauge Maxx® Cable 
with Integrated  
Balance Wires

Stacked Cell 
Construction

Semi-Rigid Wrap
Is Real Protection

In Large Capacities

FRoM ToP:  
Series 5 5000mAh,  
Series 4 4200mAh,  
Series 3 3300mAh



Rustler / Bandit

Stampede

Telluride

Rustler VXL

Stampede VXL

Bandit VXL

Slash Series

Slash VXL

Stampede 4x4

Slash 4X4 / Rally

Stampede 4X4 VXL

E-Maxx

E-Maxx Brushless

E-Revo

E-Revo Brushless

Summit

XO-1

Spartan

All 1/16 Brushed

All 1/16 Brushless
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11.1v 3-Cell
25C LiPo

7.4v 2-Cell
25C LiPo

Series 5
5000mAh

Series 4
4200mAh

Series 3
3300mAh

Series 1
1200mAh

65+
mph

65+
mph

60+
mph

60+
mph

60+
mph

60+
mph

70+
mph

70+
mph

35+
mph

35+
mph

45+
mph

45+
mph

30+
mph

30+
mph

30+
mph

50+
mph

100+
mph

Fits

Requires 
Expansion Kit

Requires 
Two Batteries

Most Speed

Most Runtime
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LiPO

LIFETIME BATTERY REPLACEMENT PLAN

Engineered for Traxxas Models. Perfect for Any Model.

BAtteRIeS & ChARgeRS

BATTeRY APPLicATiOn GUide

DC Peak Detecting Fast Chargers

2925X  2/3 Amp 7.2V

SERIES 1 NiMH BATTERY

2950X 7-Cell Flat 8.4V

2951X 7-Cell Hump 8.4V

SERIES 4 NiMH BATTERIES

2843X 7.4V 5800mAh
2869X 7.4V 7600mAh

2854X 7.4V 10000mAh

2-CELL LiPo BATTERIES

4-Amp Peak Detecting NiMH / 
LiPO AC Fast Charger

The Easy, Fast and Safe Solution 
for All your Battery Charging Needs

Compact, Portable, Fast
NiMH Charging Solutions

Part   
#2970 

2823X 11.1V 1400mAh 
2849X 11.1V 4000mAh
2872X 11.1V 5000mAh
2857X 11.1V 6400mAh

2878X 11.1V 8400mAh

3-CELL LiPo BATTERIES

2938  Balance Port Adapter

TRAXXAS ID LIPO BATTERY ADAPTER

Connect Traxxas iD LiPo 
batteries to conventional 

chargers with separate 
balance ports.

4-Amp
Part #2975

AC to DC 
Adapter

Part #2976

2-Amp
Part #2974

4-Amp
with Molex Connector

Part #2977

2960X 7-Cell Flat 8.4V
2961X 7-Cell Hump 8.4V

2963X 8-Cell Hump 9.6V

SERIES 5 NiMH BATTERIES

More Runtime

More Runtime & Speed

Max Runtime

Max Speed

2940X 7-Cell Flat 8.4V

2941X 7-Cell Hump 8.4V

SERIES 3 NiMH BATTERIES

Recognizes Traxxas             Batteries to Automatically 
Program and Optimize Charge Settings

40 Watts

CHARGING 
SOLvED!

CHARGING 
SOLvED!

150320     KC2083-
R00

One connection does it all! The Traxxas iD™ battery system is the 
easiest and safest way to charge your Traxxas batteries. The 
EZ-Peak Plus recognizes Traxxas iD batteries and in an instant 

automatically configures and optimizes the charger settings. There’s 
no need to be a battery expert or learn how to navigate complex 
menus. Just plug in a Traxxas iD battery and EZ-Peak Plus (#2970) 
or EZ-Peak Dual (#2972) does all the work for you. The integrated 
balance connector on Traxxas LiPo iD batteries eliminates fragile 
balance wires and connectors, along with the need for external 
balance boards. At the press of a button, the EZ-Peak Plus’ Storage 
Mode protects your LiPo battery investment by safely preparing the 
batteries for extended storage. 4-amp fast charging and advanced 
high-resolution peak detection deliver a perfect charge every time. The 
EZ-Peak Plus is backed by the Traxxas Lifetime Electronics Warranty     
for years of reliable service.
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(EZ-Peak Dual, 
Part #2972, also available)

T
raxxas sTaNDs BY PowEr cELL LIPo BaTTErIEs 

wITH THE BEsT warraNTY aND ExcHaNGE 

ProGram avaILaBLE. For the first 

year of ownership, Traxxas will replace 

any battery found to be defective at 

no cost. after one year, any Power cell 

LiPo battery in any condition can be 

exchanged for a new equivalent battery 

for just 50% of the new pack’s list price, 

no questions asked.
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My favorite experiences at the racetrack are 
not just the sights, but more the sounds…the 
revving of the engines, the crowd screaming 
for their favorite driver, the announcer on the 
P.A. shouting, “Gentleman, start your engines!”  
This is what keeps the grandstands filled with 
spectators, and audiences’ young and old 
visiting the tracks, year after year.  

As someone who has covered short course off-
road racing for the past 6 years as the official 
pit reporter and been a part of the motorsports 
industry my entire life, nothing beats the 
rumble and roar of the 900hp Pro 2WD 
and 4WD trucks at Crandon International 
Raceway on what they call the “land rush 
start.” The entire class of trucks lined up in a 
row, all headed for the same spot going into 
turn number one...the holeshot.  What is so 
unique about this start compared to any other 
type of racing is that the trucks are hidden 
from the fans when they take the green flag. 
All that is left for the fans to do is listen. Full 
throttle, no fear, reaching speeds over 100mph, 
the deafening field of competitors…all are 
truly music to a race fan’s ears. The excitement 
is building as you listen in, trying to guess 
which driver will grab the holeshot and take 
the lead after turn number one. 

Traxxas engineers have 
captured this sensation and 
have changed the world 
of RC with the all-new 
On-Board Audio (OBA) 
experience. Let’s start 
with some of the state 
of the art features: the 

body is the speaker 
so the sound 

is dispersed 
in all 
directions, 
the entire 
system is 
waterproof, 

dirt-proof, 

mud-proof and impact-proof, and unlike a 
traditional speaker cone, OBA is unfazed by 
the elements that Traxxas RC models are built 
to endure, including bashing and crashing. 

Any motor head or performance enthusiast 
will appreciate the intuitive shifting that key 
off of speed and throttle. Braking hard into a 
corner has a new meaning as the “transmission” 
audibly drops to second for a fast exit. You’ll 
hear the revs climb and then shift into third as 
you power down the straightaways. 

Another groundbreaking feature never before 
seen in an electric vehicle is the ability to put it 
in neutral or “Park”. All you have to do is use 
your transmitter to put the truck in neutral, 
and then rev the engine. Drop the switch 
and “neutral slam” it off the line for instant 
acceleration and pure fun! The sound makes 
any car feel faster because you are tuning in on 
the sound, hearing the shifting of the gears, 
and the instant acceleration.

The best testimonial for OBA comes from 
people’s expressions when it is turned off. 
The personality of the vehicle just seems to 
disappear, and you are left with the traditional 
electric motor whir and gear whine. You  
almost can’t get the system turned back  
on fast enough. 

Traxxas is all about the driving experience 
we build into the product. The speed, 
performance, and durability are the obvious 
players in this product that challenge your skills 
and bring on the fun, but the future gives us 
innovative new technologies to add different 
layers to the experience. 

OBA invites your sense of hearing to get 
involved in the fun, making the experience of 
driving an RC car more moving and powerful 
than ever. Now that we’ve added sound…
imagine the possibilities. 

As an on-air motorsports reporter, there are not a lot of 
things I enjoy more than race day. If you’ve never been to a 
motorsports event before, you are truly missing out on one 

of the greatest life experiences. There is nothing quite like the smell 
of burnt tire rubber or the heavy scent of race fuel. The whiplash of 
wind and the blur of colors that can only somewhat be made out as 
the cars or trucks fly past you down the drag strip or race into the 
final turn are breathtaking. It’s not only exhilarating, it’s magic. 

Do you want to be a part of all the Traxxas racing action on our Facebook page? If so, send 
me a photo of your “Family Fun” at the race track and with your favorite Traxxas RC prod-
ucts to Keliscorner@traxxas.com and I’ll add 1 photo a week. See you at the track!
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* Optional gearing and 3S LiPo battery pack 

(sold separately)

The Traxxas NHRA Funny Car Race Replica brings drag racing to life with 

outrageous horsepower, intense speed, and unmatched realism and 

authenticity. Traxxas captures the total racing experience with realistic 

staging action. When the lights go green, release 

the launch control—you set the high output 

electric power system’s torque level to match 

track conditions. From there, it’s up to you to 

keep it full throttle down the strip and across 

the finish line. Off the track, the 

realism continues with tilt-up 

licensed bodies developed 

from the full-size CAD 

drawings, tube-style 

chassis, super-sticky 

belted slicks, and 

accurate detailing. 

FEEL THE POWER!
Experience NHRA Drag Racing in 1/8 Scale

Complete your Traxxas drag 
racing experience with 
authentic timing and scoring. 
Stage your car, watch the 
lights, and the race is on! The 
Traxxas DTS-1 Drag Timing 
System uses precision lasers 
to determine the winner with 
millisecond accuracy and lets 
you race at distances up to 
330 feet (a quarter-mile, in 1/4 
scale). The DTS-1 sets up in 
minutes to turn any smooth 
stretch of asphalt into your 
personal dragstrip!

DRAG TIMING SYSTEM

 1/8 Scale NHRA 

Funny Car 
 Race Replica

* 

Sold Separately. Ask your hobby dealer or visit Traxxas.com

$299.99
MODEL 6907
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